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THE INTEGRAL CHOW RING OF THE STACK OF SMOOTH
NON-HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES OF GENUS THREE
ANDREA DI LORENZO, DAMIANO FULGHESU, AND ANGELO VISTOLI
Abstract. We compute the integral Chow ring of the stack of smooth, non-
hyperelliptic curves of genus 3. We obtain this result by computing the integral
Chow ring of the stack of smooth plane quartics, by means of equivariant
intersection theory.
Introduction
Moduli stacks of curves play a prominent role in algebraic geometry, and the
Chow groups of these stacks have been studied extensively. Their investigation was
started by Mumford in his groundbreaking work [Mum83], where in particular it is
shown that for g ≥ 2 the rational Chow groups ofMg andMg admit an intersection
product.
Subsequent research ultimately led to the explicit computation of the rational
Chow rings A∗(Mg)Q for 2 ≤ g ≤ 6 ([Fab90B, Iza95, Pe-Vi15]), while A
∗(Mg)Q
has been computed for g = 2 in [Mum83] and g = 3 in [Fab90A].
Thanks to the work of Totaro, Edidin and Graham [Ed-Gr98] we also have
a definition of integral Chow rings A∗(Mg) and A
∗(Mg) for the moduli stack of
smooth curves of genus g; after tensoring these with Q we get Mumford’s rings.
However, these integral Chow rings turn out to be much harder to compute than
their rational version; for example, A∗(M2)Q = Q, while the integral structure,
while known, is complicated. So far, only A∗(M2) (see [Vis98]) for g = 2 and
A∗(M2) (see [Lar19]) have been computed. In a slightly different direction, the
integral Chow rings of the stack Hg of hyperelliptic curves of genus g have been
computed ([Ed-Fu09, DL19]).
All of these calculations are based on the fact the curves involved are double
covers of a rational curve. To go beyond the hyperelliptic case, the first case to look
at would, of course, be A∗(M3); however, this seems quite hard. In this paper we
give a presentation for the Chow ring A∗(M3rH3) of the stack of non-hyperelliptic
curves of genus 3.
Our main result is the following:
Main Theorem A. Assume that the base field has characteristic 6= 2, 3 and let
M3rH3 be the stack of smooth, non-hyperelliptic curves of genus 3. Then we have:
A∗(M3 rH3) ≃ Z[λ1, λ2, λ3]/(9λ1, 6(λ
2
1 + 4λ2), λ1λ2 − 28λ3, λ
3
1 + 28λ3)
where λi is the degree i Chern class of the Hodge vector bundle.
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It is not clear how to patch A∗(H3) and A
∗(M3 rH3) together to get a presen-
tation for A∗(M3).
Main Theorem A above follows from the calculation of Chow ring of the stack
X4 of plane quartics, up to linear change of coordinates. In general, the study of
the quotients Xd := [(P(Wd) r Zd)/GL3], where P(Wd) is the projective space of
plane curves of degree d and Zd is the divisor of singular curves, was started by the
second and the third authors in [Fu-Vi18], where they compute A∗(X3).
Here we prove the following:
Main Theorem B. Assume that the base field has characteristic 6= 2, 3. Then we
have:
A∗(X4) ≃ Z[c1, c2, c3, h4]/
(
α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3}
)
where
α1 = 27h4 − 36c1,
α2 = 9h
2
4 − 6c1h4 − 24c2,
α3 = h
3
4 − c1h
2
4 + c2h4 − 28c3,
δ{1,3} = 55h
3
4 − 220c1h
2
4 + (280c
2
1 + 40c2)h4 + (224c3 − 96c
3
1 − 128c1c2).
The elements ci appearing above are the Chern classes of the universal vector
bundle of rank 3 over BGL3 pulled back along the morphism X4 → BGL3, and
h4 is the restriction of the hyperplane section of P(W4), where W4 is the space of
quartic forms in three variables.
As to the relations, α1, α2 and α3 are immediately obtained from the general
setup of [Fu-Vi18], while δ{1,3} is the fundamental class of the invariant closed
subscheme Z{1,3} ⊂ P(W4) of quartics that are union of a cubic and a line.
Most of this paper is devoted to prove that the aforementioned elements generate
the whole ideal of relations. This is much harder than in the case of X3; it uses all
the ideas in [Fu-Vi18], and also requires the development of some new theory. The
main difference is that while a cubic with more than one singular point is reducible,
irreducible quartics can have up to three singular points. In particular, to get a
handle on cycles supported on the locus of irreducible curves with three singular
points we need to do some non-trivial work on the Hilbert scheme of length 3
subschemes of P2, which might have some independent interest.
Description of contents. In Section 1 we recall the definition of the stack Xd and
its presentation as a quotient stack. We also introduce an equivariant stratification
of the closed invariant subscheme Zd ⊂ P(Wd) of singular plane curves of degree
d whose strata Z
m
µ parametrize singular plane curves having certain prescribed
irreducible components (see Definition 1.4). We explicitly describe this equivariant
stratification in the case d = 4 by means of a digraph.
In Section 2 we recall some standard facts of equivariant intersection theory,
with a specific focus on GLn-spaces, which are the ones we will have to deal with
in the remainder of the paper.
In Section 3 we take the first step towards the determination of A∗(X4). In
particular, we prove the fundamental Lemma 3.2, which enables us to reduce the
computation of the image of AGL3∗ (Z4)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) to the computation of the
images of AGL3∗ (Z
m
µ )→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)), up to cycles coming from the smaller strata.
We also write down explicitly the generators of the ideal IZ˜ = (α1, α2, α3) (Lemma
3.4).
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In Section 4 we investigate the closed subscheme Zred ⊂ P(W4) of reducible
quadrics: we stratify Zred and we study each stratum separately. We show in
Theorem 4.12 that there is basically only one relation coming from Zred that it is
not already contained in IZ˜ , namely the fundamental class δ{1,3}.
In Section 5 we focus on the locally closed stratum Z irr of irreducible singular
quartics, which we further stratify by number of nodes. In Subsection 5.1 we show
that there are no new relations coming from the stratum of irreducible singular
curves with only two nodes, using an argument that involves the Hilbert scheme of
0-dimensional closed subscheme of length 2 in P2. In Subsection 5.2 we show that
there are no additional relations coming from the stratum of irreducible singular
curves with three nodes.
In Section 6 we prove two results on the Hilbert scheme of 0-dimensional closed
subschemes of P2 of length 3, which we needed in the previous Section in order to
perform some computations.
In the last Section we put everything together and we compute A∗(X4) (Theo-
rem 7.1). Finally, we deduce from this an explicit presentation for A∗(M3 rH3)
(Theorem 7.2).
1. Stack of smooth plane curves of fixed degree.
1.1. The stack Xd. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 or larger than a positive
integer d. We define the moduli stack Xd as the stack whose objects are diagrams
C ⊂ P(F )

S
where F → S is a vector bundle of rank 3 over a k-scheme S, P(F ) → S is its
projectivization, and C ⊂ P(F ) is a Cartier divisor whose restriction to every fiber
is a smooth curve of degree d. Here, as everywhere else, we follow [Ful98] and
use the classical convention for the projectivization of a vector bundle, so our P(F )
would be denoted by P(F∨) in Grothendieck’s convention.
We can give Xd a structure of (global) quotient stack as follows. Let Wd :=
Symd(E) where E is the standard representation of GL3. Let X := [X0, X1, X2] be
a coordinate system of P(E). We can write
Xd = [(P(Wd)r Z)/GL3]
where Z ⊂ P(Wd) is the discriminant locus and the action of GL3 is given by
(A · [f ])(X) 7→ f
(
A−1 ·X
)
.
In [Fu-Vi18] the two authors give the more general definition of the stack Xn,d
of hypersurfaces of degree d embedded in Pn−1. The main goal of this paper is to
determine A∗(X4) so, in order to simplify the notation, we focus on plane curves
for general results.
1.2. The degeneracy locus. Let ∆d be the degeneracy locus of singular d-forms
in Wd. We define Zd := P(∆d) ⊂ P(Wd) and consider the universal curve Cd ⊂
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P(Wd)× P(E). We have the following equivariant projections
Cd ⊂ P(Wd)× P(E)
pi1

pr1
// P(E)
P(Wd)
The hypersurface Cd is given by the bihomogeneous equation of bidegree (1, n)
F (X) :=
∑
v∈N3(d)
avX
v
where N3(d) :=
{
v ∈ N3 | |v| = d
}
.
Remark 1.1. In P(Wd) × P(E) we can also consider the subvariety Z˜d given by
equations {
∂F (X)
∂Xi
= 0
}
i=0,1,2
.
Notice that the restriction morphism Z˜d
pi1−→ Zd is generically 1:1, since the generic
singular curve has exactly one nodal point. As already noticed in [Fu-Vi18], an
easy dimensional argument shows that Z˜d is a complete intersection subvariety.
1.3. Stratification of Zd. In the following, we define the natural factor-wise strat-
ification for Zd. We will use such stratification to determine generators for the ideal
i∗
(
AGL3∗ (Zd)
)
, where i is the closed embedding i : Zd → P(Wd) (see Lemma 3.2).
We start by giving a general definition for equivariant stratification.
Definition 1.2. Let X be a G-space. An equivariant stratification of X is a finite
family {Zτ}τ∈J of locally closed, pairwise disjoint, and equivariant subspaces of X ,
such that
⋃
τ∈J
Zτ = X and
Zτ r Zτ =
⋃
τ ′∈J(τ)
Zτ ′ .
for a suitable subset J(τ) ⊂ J .
We will also equip an equivariant stratification with a partial ordering such that
Zτ ′ < Zτ whenever Zτ ′ ⊂ Zτ r Zτ . Moreover, we also define ∂Zτ := Zτ r Zτ .
Let d be a positive integer. We define a weighted partition of d the datum
of a multiset of positive integers µ = {k1, k2, . . . , ks} and a multiplicity vector
m = (m1,m2, . . . ,ms) ∈ (Z+)
s
such that
s∑
j=1
kjmj = d.
We will always assume k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ ks. We will denote the set of all weighted
partitions of d as WPd.
Remark 1.3. Now, we clarify some details about the notation we use for weighted
partitions. Let µ = {k1, k2, . . . , ks} be a multiset such that k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ ks and
letm = (m1,m2, . . . ,ms) be a multiplicity vector for µ. We consider the pair (µ,m),
an element of WPd, where d =
∑s
j=1 kjmj . Now, assume that for some positive
integers j and q we have kj = kj+1 = · · · = kj+q . Any rearranging of elements
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mj,mj+1, . . . ,mj+q will represent the same element (µ,m). As a convention, we
will order the weights in such a way that mj ≥ mj+1 ≥ · · · ≥ mj+q.
As an example, the weighted partitions
({1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3}, (1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1)), ({1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3}, (1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1))
are actually the same, which we will write as ({1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3}, (3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1)).
Definition 1.4. Let (µ,m) ∈ WPd be a weighted partition of d where µ =
{k1, k2, . . . , ks} and m = (m1,m2, . . . ,ms). Then we define Z
m
µ as the set of curves
of degree d which are union of distinct irreducible components of degree kj and
multiplicity mj , as j runs from 1 to s.
For example, Z
(3,2,1,3,2,1)
{1,1,1,2,2,3} is the set of plane curves of degree 19 which are union
of a triple line, a double line, a reduced line, a triple quadric, a double quadric, and
a reduced cubic. Moreover, the lines, quadrics, and the cubic are all different and
irreducible.
Definition 1.5. Let (µ,m) ∈WPd. We define the map
Wµ :=
s∏
j=1
P(Wkj )
pimµ
−−→ P(Wd)
([f1], [f2], . . . , [fs]) 7→ [f
m1
1 f
m2
2 . . . f
ms
s ] .
Notice that the map πmµ is proper, finite, and generically unramified.
Lemma 1.6. Let (µ,m) ∈WPd. We have the identity:
πmµ (Wµ) = Z
m
µ .
Proof. By definition and by unique factorization, we have the inclusion Zmµ ⊂
πmµ (Wµ). Since Wµ is irreducible, we have that π
m
µ (Wµ) is irreducible. Moreover,
because the map πmµ is proper, π
m
µ (Wµ) is closed in P(Wd). Therefore, we have
the closed embedding Z
m
µ ⊆ π
m
µ (Wµ). Now, we notice that
(
πmµ
)−1 (
Zmµ
)
is open
in Wµ, consequently, Z
m
µ is open in π
m
µ (Wµ). This implies that dim
(
Zmµ
)
=
dim
(
πmµ (Wµ)
)
. Thus (see, for example, [Sha74, Theorem I.6.1]):
πmµ (Wµ) = Z
m
µ .

Remark 1.7. With the help of Lemma 1.6 and by using unique factorization, it
is straightforward to prove that
{
Zmµ
}
(µ,m)∈WPd
is an equivariant stratification of
P(Wd).
We also notice that by substituting the set Z{d} of the irreducible curves of degree
d with the set Zirr of irreducible singular curves, we get an equivariant stratification
of Zd. We call such stratification the factor-wise stratification of the degeneracy
locus.
We have exactly the same kind of stratification for general hypersurfaces.
Since the factor-wise stratification of the singular locus Zd is equipped with a
natural partial ordering, we can represent such stratification with a digraph.
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In the remainder of the paper we will be mostly concerned with the case d = 4.
We can represent the factor-wise stratification of Z4 ⊂ P(W4) with the following
digraph. On the left we write the codimension of the corresponding strata.
(1) Codimension
1 Zirr
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎
2
3 Z{1,3}
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆
4 Z{2,2}
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
5 Z{1,1,2}
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
6 Z{1,1,1,1}
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
7 Z
(2,1)
{1,2}
8 Z
(2,1,1)
{1,1,1}
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡
9 Z
(2)
{2}
10 Z
(2,2)
{1,1}
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻
Z
(3,1)
{1,1}
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
11
12 Z
(4)
{1}
Notice that, by definition, we have Zred = Zirr r Zirr = Z{1,3} ∪ Z{2,2}. Moreover,
we set Zbinod as the stratum of irreducible singular curves with two nodes, and
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Ztrinod as the stratum of irreducible singular curves with three nodes. The closure
of this strata will be denoted Zbinod and Ztrinod.
2. Equivariant intersection theory of GL3-spaces
In this Section we collect some facts on the equivariant intersection rings of
some basic GL3-spaces over a base field k by following the theory developed in
[Ed-Gr98]. All these results can also be found in [Ed-Fu08], [Ed-Fu09], and
[Fu-Vi18].
Since in this paper we only focus on plane curves, in order to simplify the nota-
tion, we consider the case n = 3, but all the statements can be easily extended so
to hold for every n > 0. Define
A∗GL3 := A
∗
GL3(Spec(k)) ≃ A
∗(BGL3)
where BGL3 is the classifying stack of GL3-torsors, which can also be regarded
as the classifying stack of rank 3 vector bundles. It is well known that BGL3 ≃
[Spec(k)/GL3].
The intersection ring A∗GL3(P(F )) is naturally equipped with a A
∗
GL3
-module
structure, hence we start by recalling an explicit presentation of A∗GL3 .
Let E be the standard representation of GL3, so that the quotient stack E :=
[E/GL3] is the universal rank 3 vector bundle over BGL3.
Let T ⊂ GL3 be the maximal subtorus of diagonal matrices, so that we have
T ≃ G⊕3m , and define Li as the 1-dimensional representation of T induced by the
projection on the ith-factor, for i = 1, 2 or 3. The quotient stacks Li := [Li/T ] are
then line bundles over the classifying stack BT .
In particular, we have the following cartesian diagram:
(2) L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3 //

E

BT
j
// BGL3
where the bottom arrow is induced by the injective homomorphism T →֒ GL3.
Proposition 2.1 ([Ed-Gr98, Prop. 6]). Define ℓi := c1(Li) in the integral Chow
ring of BT , and set ci := ci(E) in the integral Chow ring of BGL3. Then we have:
A∗(BT ) = A∗T ≃ Z[ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3], A
∗(BGL3) = A
∗
GL3
≃ Z[c1, c2, c3].
Moreover, the pullback morphism j∗ : A∗GL3 → A
∗
T is injective, and its image corre-
sponds to (A∗T )
S3 , where S3 acts on A
∗
T by permuting the generators. In particular
we have:
j∗c1 = ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3, j
∗c2 = ℓ1ℓ2 + ℓ2ℓ3 + ℓ1ℓ3, j
∗c3 = ℓ1ℓ2ℓ3.
We can think of ℓ1, ℓ2 and ℓ3 as the Chern roots of E. For notational convenience,
we also introduce the classes
(3) l1 := c1(L
∨), l2 := c1(L
∨
2 ), l3 := c1(L
∨
3 ).
In particular, we have c1 = −(l1 + l3 + ln), c2 = l1l2 + l1l3 + l2l3, and c3 = −l1l2l3.
The following Lemma will allow us to perform computations on T -equivariant
Chow groups rather than the GL3-equivariant ones.
Lemma 2.2 ([Ed-Gr98, Prop. 6], [Fu-Vi18, Lemma 2.1]). The following are true:
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(1) Let G be a special group and let T be the maximal subtorus of G with
Weyl group W . Then if X is a smooth G-scheme, the pullback along the
morphism [X/T ]→ [X/G] induces an injective homomorphism
A∗G(X) →֒ A
∗
T (X),
whose image coincides with A∗T (X)
W .
(2) For every ideal I ⊂ A∗G(X) we have:
IA∗T (X) ∩A
∗
G(X) = I.
(3) Let f : X → Y be a G-equivariant proper morphism between smooth G-
schemes, and suppose that the image of f∗ : A
∗
T (Y )→ A
∗
T (X) is generated
as A∗T -module by W -invariant classes γ1, . . . , γn. Then the image of f
∗ :
A∗G(Y )→ A
∗
G(X) is also generated by γ1, . . . , γn.
The main advantage of working with T -equivariant Chow rings is given by the
so-called explicit localization formula, which we state below.
Theorem 2.3 ([Ed-Gr98, Theorem 2]). Define the A∗T -module Q := ((A
∗
T )
+)−1A∗T ,
where (A∗T )
+ is the multiplicative system of homogeneous elements of A∗T of positive
degree.
Let X be a smooth T -variety and consider the locus F of fixed points for the
action of T . Let F = ∪Fj be the decomposition of F into irreducible components.
For every γ in A∗T (X)⊗ Q, we have the identity
γ =
∑
j
i∗Fj (γ)
cTtop(NFjX)
where iJ is the inclusion of Fj in X and NFjX is the normal bundle of Fj in X.
Remark 2.4. In particular, when A∗T (X) is torsion-free asA
∗
T -module, the localiza-
tion homomorphism A∗T (X)→ A
∗
T (X)⊗Q is injective, and for every T -equivariant
morphism f : Y → X of smooth T -varieties, we have a commutative diagram
A∗T (Y )
f∗
//

A∗T (X)

A∗T (Y )⊗ Q
// A∗T (X)⊗ Q
If Fj is a point for every j, we have:
(4) f∗γ =
∑
j
[f(Fj)] · pj(γ)
cTtop(TYFj )
where γ ∈ A∗T (Y ) and pj(γ) = i
∗
Fj
γ in A∗T (Fj) = A
∗
T . We will mostly use the
localization formula in the form of (4).
Let us recall the equivariant version of the projective bundle formula.
Proposition 2.5 ([Fu-Vi18, 2.3]). Let F be a G–representation of dimension n.
Then we have:
A∗G(P(F )) ≃ A
∗
G[h]/(h
n + cG1 (F )h
n−1 + cG2 (F )h
n−2 + . . .+ cGn (F )).
Let F1, . . . , Fs be s representations. Then we have:
A∗G(P(F1)× · · · × P(Fs)) ≃ A
∗
G(P(F1))⊗A∗G · · · ⊗A∗G AG(P(Fs)).
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We conclude by mentioning another useful feature of working with T -equivariant
Chow groups, namely the fact that we can easily compute the cycle classes of
complete intersections via the Lemma below.
Lemma 2.6 ([Ed-Fu08, Lemma 2.4]). Let W be a T -representation of finite rank,
and let H ⊂ P(W ) be a T -invariant hypersurface. Suppose that H is defined by a
homogeneous equation F (X) = 0 of degree d, and that
F (τ−1 ·X) = χ(τ)F (X)
for some T -character χ and for every τ ∈ T . Then:
[H ]T = dh+ c1(χ) ∈ A
∗
T (P(W ))
where c1(χ) is the T -equivariant first Chern class of the T -representation defined
by χ.
Given Y ⊂ P(W ) a complete intersection of s invariant hypersurfacesH1, . . . , Hs,
by the Lemma above we easily deduce
[Y ]T = (d1h+ c1(χ1)) · · · · · (dsh+ c1(χs)).
3. Intersection theory on X4
The aim of this Section is to take the first steps towards the computation of
A∗(X4).
We start by applying Proposition 2.5 to the GL3-representation W4.
Corollary 3.1. We have:
A∗GL3(P(W4)) ≃ Z[c1, c2, c3, h4]/(p4(h4)),
where p4(h4) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 15, monic with respect to the
variable h4.
Recall that X4 ≃ [(P(W4)rZ4)/GL3], where Z4 = P(∆) is the divisor of singular
quartics. Then the excision exact sequence for equivariant Chow groups reads as
follows:
AGL3∗ (Z4)
i∗−→ AGL3∗ (P(W4)) ≃ Z[c1, c2, c3, h4]/(p4(h4)) −→ A∗(X4) −→ 0
We will leverage the next Lemma in order to investigate the image of i∗.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a quasi-projective and equidimensional space with a lin-
earized G-action. Let {Zτ}τ∈J be an equivariant stratification of X (see Definition
1.2). Fix τ ∈ J and let N be an A∗G-submodule of A
G
∗ (X). Assume that for every
τ ′ < τ we have i∗
(
AG∗ (Zτ ′)
)
⊂ N (where i is the closed embedding i : Zτ ′ → X)
and assume that we have the inclusion i∗
(
AG∗ (Zτ )
)
⊂ j∗(N) (where i is the closed
embedding i : Zτ → X r ∂Zτ and j is the open immersion j : X r ∂Zτ → X), then
i∗
(
AG∗ (Zτ )
)
⊂ N .
Proof. If τ is minimal, the statement is trivial. If τ is not minimal, the map
p :
⊔
τ ′<τ
Zτ ′ −→ ∂Zτ
is an equivariant envelope, therefore the push-forward
p∗ : A
G
∗
( ⊔
τ ′<τ
Zτ ′
)
−→ AG∗ (∂Zτ )
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is surjective. Together with the hypothesis, this implies that i∗
(
AG∗ (∂Zτ )
)
⊂ N
(where i is the closed embedding i : ∂Zτ → X).
Now, consider the following commutative diagram of AG∗ -modules, where i rep-
resents a closed embedding and j represents an open immersion:
AG∗ (∂Zτ )
i∗
//
id∗

AG∗
(
Zτ
) j∗
//
i∗

AG∗ (Zτ ) //
i∗

0
AG∗ (∂Zτ )
i∗
// AG∗ (X)
j∗
// AG∗ (X r ∂Zτ ) // 0
Moreover, notice that, from [Ed-Gr98, Proposition 5], the rows are exact. Let
γ be a class in AG∗
(
Zτ
)
. By using a standard diagram chasing argument, we can
show that i∗(γ) ∈ N . 
Definition 3.3. Consider the GL3-variety P(W4).
(1) We define the ideal IZ˜ ⊂ A
∗
GL3
(P(W4)) as the image of
i∗π1∗ : A
GL3
∗ (Z˜4) −→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)),
where Z˜4 ⊂ P(W4)×P(E) is the singular locus of the universal plane quar-
tic, as defined in Remark 1.1.
(2) We define δmµ as the equivariant cycle class [Z
m
µ ]GL3 in A
∗
GL3
(P(Wd)).
Lemma 3.2 will be applied to the stratification (1), where the submodule N that
we take into account is the ideal (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}). Our final result will be that the image
of i∗ is contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}), hence these two ideals must coincide.
We can easily determine the classes α1, α2, α3 which generate the ideal IZ˜ . We
apply [Fu-Vi18, Theorem 4.5] and we get:
α1 = 27h4 − 36c1,
α2 = 9h
2
4 − 6c1h4 − 24c2,
α3 = h
3
4 − c1h
2
4 + c2h4 − 28c3.
Lemma 3.4. The classes α1, α2, α3 are independent generators for the ideal IZ˜ .
Moreover, the polynomial p4(h4) ∈ IZ˜ .
Proof. We already know that the classes αi generate the ideal IZ˜ , therefore, it is
enough to show that they are independent. If we consider the classes mod 9, we see
that α2 is independent from α1. On the other hand, if we consider the classes mod
3, we see that α3 is independent from α1 and α2. Since each αi is homogeneous of
degree i, this is enough to prove the first statement.
The second statement is [Fu-Vi18, Prop. 4.8]. 
4. Reducible quartics
Let Zred ⊂ P(W4) be the locus of reducible quartics. The goal of this Section
is to prove that i∗
(
AGL3∗ (Zred)
)
is contained in the ideal generated by IZ˜ and the
class δ{1,3}.
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4.1. The push-forward of classes from Z{1,1,1,1} is in the ideal IZ˜ . The main
goal of this Subsection is to show the following:
Proposition 4.1. The image of i∗ : A
∗
GL3
(Z{1,1,1,1})→ A
∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is contained
in IZ˜ .
First we show that the pushforward of the classes coming from the border of
Z{1,1,1,1} are in IZ˜ .
Lemma 4.2. We have the inclusion i∗
(
AGL3∗ (∂Z{1,1,1,1})
)
⊆ IZ˜ .
Proof. Recall that Z˜4 is the singular locus of the universal quartic π1 : C4 → P(W4).
By definition IZ˜ = π1∗A
GL3(Z˜4), hence to prove the Proposition it is enough to
show that the restriction of Z˜4 over ∂Z{1,1,1,1} is a Chow envelope.
First observe that the restriction of Z˜4 over Z
(4)
{1}, endowed with the reduced
structure, is the projectivization of an equivariant vector bundle, thus a Chow
envelope.
The restriction of Z˜4 either over Z
(2,2)
{1,1} or Z
(3,1)
{1,1} has a section given by sending
a point below to the unique node of the corresponding plane curve. Henceforth, in
both cases we have a Chow envelope.
Finally, the restriction of Z˜4 over Z
(2,1,1)
{1,1,1} also has a section, namely the one that
sends a point below to the unique node where the two reduced components of the
associated plane curve meet. Putting all together, this implies that Z˜4 is a Chow
envelope for ∂Z{1,1,1,1}. 
Lemma 4.3. We have the inclusion
2i∗
(
AGL3∗
(
Z{1,1,1,1}
))
⊆ IZ˜ .
Proof. Denote by Td := Z{1,1,...,1} ⊆ P(Wd) the closed subvariety consisting of
sums of lines (which can appear with multiplicity larger than 1), i : Zd ⊆ P(Wd)
the discriminant together with its inclusion i in P(Wd), and Z˜d → Zd the usual
resolution. We need to show that if γ ∈ AGL3∗ (T4), then 2i∗γ ∈ IZ˜ .
There is an obvious morphism π : P(W1) × T3 → T4, which is generically 4 : 1.
By considering the special case of [Fu-Vi18, Lemma 5.12] where Γ is the trivial
group, we can write the following relation
4(γ − γ′) = π∗γ
where γ′ ∈ p∗
(
AGL3∗ (∂T4)
)
and γ ∈ AGL3∗ (P(W1) × T3) (here we denote with p
the closed embedding of the border ∂T4 in T4). In other words, we can write 4γ as
the sum of (4 times) a class γ′ coming from the border ∂T4 and the pushforward of
a class γ coming from P(W1)× T3.
Since from Proposition 4.2, we know that i∗
(
AGL3∗ (∂T4)
)
∈ IZ˜ , if we show that
the pushforward of γ in P(W4) is in IZ˜ , then we know that 4i∗γ in IZ˜ .
The composite P(W1) × T3 → P(W4) factors through P(W1) × P(W3). From
the result for cubics, we know that the image of AGL3∗ (T3) → A
GL3
∗ (P(W3)) is
contained in the image of AGL3∗ (Z˜3) → A
GL3
∗ (P(W3)); it follows that the im-
age of AGL3∗ (P(W1) × T3) → A
GL3
∗ (P(W1) × P(W3)) is contained in the image of
AGL3∗ (P(W1) × Z˜3) → A(P(W1) × P(W3)). But the composite P(W1) × Z˜3 →
P(W1)× P(W3)→ P(W4) factors through Z˜4, which proves the result.

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In order to prove Proposition 4.1 we need some additional theory which will also
be useful when discussing the case of irreducible singular curves. For the sake of
readability, we preferred to postpone the detailed development of such theory to
Subsection 5.1. For the moment, we will content ourselves with a brief sketch of
those results that are strictly necessary only for the present Subsection.
Let Hilb2 P2 be the Hilbert scheme of 0-dimensional subschemes in P2 of length 2.
Consider the invariant setD ⊂ P(W4)×Hilb
2 P2 formed by the pairs ([Q], [S]) where
S is schematically contained in the singular locus of the plane quartic Q. We show
in Subsection 5.1 that D is actually a smooth closed subscheme of P(W4)×Hilb
2 P2,
and the image of the pushforward p∗ : A
GL3
∗ (D)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is contained in IZ˜
(Proposition 5.4).
Lemma 4.4. We have the inclusion
15 · i∗
(
AGL3∗
(
Z{1,1,1,1}
))
⊆ IZ˜ .
Proof. We already know from Lemma 4.2 that i∗A
GL3
∗ (∂Z{1,1,1,1}) is contained in
IZ˜ . By Lemma 3.2 it is enough to prove that 15 · i∗A
GL3
∗ (Z{1,1,1,1}) is contained in
the image of IZ˜ along the quotient morphism
A∗GL3(P(W4)) −→ A
∗
GL3(P(W4) \ ∂Z{1,1,1,1}).
Observe that D|Z{1,1,1,1} → Z{1,1,1,1} is finite of degree 15: this implies that for
any cycle γ in AGL3∗ (Z{1,1,1,1}) the element 15γ is in the image of
AGL3∗ (D|Z{1,1,1,1}) −→ A
GL3
∗ (Z{1,1,1,1}).
Moreover, the morphism
D|Z{1,1,1,1} −→ Z{1,1,1,1} −→ P(W4) \ ∂Z{1,1,1,1}
obviously factors through D|P(W4)\∂Z{1,1,1,1} . By Corollary 5.5 the image of
AGL3∗ (D|P(W4)\∂Z{1,1,1,1}) −→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4) \ ∂Z{1,1,1,1})
is contained in the image of IZ˜ . Putting all together, we deduce that i∗(15γ) is in
the image of IZ˜ . 
Combining Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 we immediately deduce Proposition 4.1.
4.2. The push-forward of classes from Z{2,2} is in the ideal IZ˜ . The main
goal of this Subsection is to prove the following:
Proposition 4.5. The image of i∗ : A
∗
GL3
(Z{2,2})→ A
∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is contained in
IZ˜ .
We start with a preliminary result.
Proposition 4.6. The image of i∗ : A
∗
GL3
(Z
(2)
{2}) → A
∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is contained in
IZ˜ .
Proof. We have to compute the image of the pushforward of cycles along the square
morphism π : P(W2) → P(W4): this ideal will be generated by the cycles π∗hi2 for
i = 0, 1, . . . , 5. We proceed by localization (Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4).
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The T -fixed points in P(W2), where T is the torus of diagonal matrices, cor-
respond to the monomials of degree 2 in three variables. We adopt the following
notation:
Q1 = X
2 Q4 = Y
2
Q2 = XY Q5 = Y Z
Q3 = XZ Q6 = Z
2
Using the generators l1, l2 and l3 introduced in (3), let χi indicate the character
associated to the monomial Qi, so that we have:
c1(χ1) = 2l1 c1(χ4) = 2l2
c1(χ2) = l1 + l2 c1(χ5) = l2 + l3
c1(χ3) = l1 + l3 c1(χ6) = 2l3
where c1(χi) means the T -equivariant first Chern class of the T -representation
defined by χi. For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we will use the notation
χ to denote both the character and its associated first Chern class.
Use the coordinates (a1 : · · · : a6) to indicate the point [a1Q1 + · · · + a6Q6] in
P(W2). The action of T on these coordinates is given by the formula t·ai = −χi(t)ai.
Then we have:
T (P(W2))[Qi] ≃
〈a∨k
a∨i
〉
k 6=i
=⇒ cTtop(TP(W2)[Qi]) =
∏
k 6=i
(χk − χi).
From this we also deduce that the restriction of h2 to the equivariant Chow ring of
the fixed point [Qi] is equal to −χi.
Finally, set:
F1 = X
4 F5 = X
2Y Z F9 = XY Z
2 F13 = Y
2Z2
F2 = X
3Y F6 = X
2Z2 F10 = XZ
3 F14 = Y Z
3
F3 = X
3Z F7 = XY
3 F11 = Y
4 F15 = Z
4
F4 = X
2Y 2 F8 = XY
2Z F12 = Y
3Z
The characters associated to the monomials above are the following:
θ1 = 4l1 θ5 = 2l1 + l2 + l3 θ9 = l1 + l2 + 2l3 θ13 = 2l2 + 2l3
θ2 = 3l1 + l2 θ6 = 2l1 + 2l3 θ10 = l1 + 3l3 θ14 = l2 + 3l3
θ3 = 3l1 + l3 θ7 = l1 + 3l2 θ11 = 4l2 θ15 = 4l3
θ4 = 2l1 + 2l2 θ8 = l1 + 2l2 + l3 θ12 = 3l2 + l3
Define φ : {1, 2, . . . , 6} → {1, 2, . . . , 15} as the unique function such that Q2i = Fφ(i).
Then:
[π(Qi)] =
∏
k 6=φ(i)
(h4 + θk).
We can now apply the localization formula to compute the generators of Im(π∗),
that is:
π∗h
d
2 =
6∑
i=1
(h2|[Qi])
d · [π(Qi)]
cTtop(TP(W2)[Qi])
=
6∑
i=1
(−χi)
d ·
(∏
k 6=φ(i)(h4 + θk)
)
∏
k 6=i(χk − χi)
.
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A direct computation with Mathematica shows that all these generators are con-
tained in IZ˜ . 
Let Hilb2P(W2) be the Hilbert scheme of 0-dimensional subscheme in P(W2) of
length 2. This scheme inherits a GL3-action from P(W2), and consequently it also
inherits a T -action, where T ⊂ GL3 is the usual subtorus of diagonal matrices.
Lemma 4.7. Let S be the tautological rank 2 bundle over Gr1(P(W2)), the Grass-
mannian of projective lines in P(W2). Then we have an equivariant morphism:
Hilb2P(W2) ≃ P(Sym
2
S
∨).
In particular, the scheme Hilb2P(W2) is smooth and its GL3-equivariant Chow ring
is a free module over A∗
GL3
.
Proof. The idea of the proof is the following: given any 0-dimensional subscheme
Z of length 2, there exists a unique line F containing Z. Moreover, there exists
a unique quadratic form on F that vanishes on Z: these two data, the line and
the quadratic form defined on it, completely determine the subscheme Z, and vice
versa.
We now proceed to give a formal proof of the Lemma: let Z ⊂ Hilb2P(W2) ×
P(W2) be the universal subscheme, and let I be the sheaf of ideals associated to Z.
Consider the two projections
Hilb2P(W2)× P(W2)
pr1
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
pr2
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
Hilb2P(W2) P(W2)
An easy argument involving the cohomology and base change theorem shows that
the sequence:
0 −→ pr1∗(I⊗ pr
∗
2O(1)) −→ pr1∗pr
∗
2O(1) −→ pr1∗(OZ ⊗ pr
∗
2O(1)) −→ 0
is an exact sequence of locally free sheaves.
The sheaf in the middle is isomorphic to W∨2 ⊗ O and the one on the right has
rank 2, hence we get a well defined morphism ϕ : Hilb2P(W2)→ Gr1(P(W2)) such
that ϕ∗S ≃ pr1∗(OZ ⊗ pr
∗
2O(1))
∨.
Consider the morphism of locally free sheaves:
Sym2(pr1∗(OZ ⊗ pr
∗
2O(1))) −→ pr1∗(OZ ⊗ pr
∗
2O(2))
This is a surjective morphism of locally free sheaves from a rank 3 locally free sheaf
to a rank 2 locally free sheaf. Therefore, the kernel has rank 1 and its embedding
in Sym2(pr1∗(OZ ⊗ pr
∗
2O(1))) ≃ ϕ
∗
S
∨ determines a morphism ψ : Hilb2P(W2) →
P(Sym2S∨).
The fact that ψ is an isomorphism follows from the Zariski Main Theorem, as
the morphism ψ is birational and finite onto a smooth scheme. 
Consider the proper morphism f : Hilb2P(W2) → P(W4) that is obtained by
composing the Hilbert-Chow morphism Hilb2P(W2) → Sym
2P(W2) with the mul-
tiplication map Sym2P(W2)→ P(W4).
Proposition 4.8. The ideal Im(f∗) is contained in IZ˜ .
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Proof. From Lemma 4.7 we have an equivariant isomorphismHilb2P(W2) ≃ P(Sym
2
S∨),
where S is the tautological rank 2 sheaf over the Grassmannian Gr1(P(W2)).
Let Q be the tautological quotient sheaf over Gr1(P(W2)), and let σi be the ith
Chern class of Q. Set τ := cGL31 (OP(Sym2S∨)(1)). Consider the A
∗
GL3
-module:
M := A∗GL3 ⊗ Sym
2〈1, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4〉 ⊗ Sym
2〈1, τ〉.
The plain Chow ring of the Grassmannian is well known and the Chow groups of
the Grassmannian are equivariantly formal. In particular, the natural morphism
M → A∗GL3(P(Sym
2
S∨)) is surjective.
We have in this way reduced the computation of Im(f∗) to the computation of
f∗ξ for every generator ξ of the AGL3-module M . We will do these computations
by localization.
Recall the notation introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.6 for the monomials
representing T -invariant points of P(W2):
Q1 = X
2 Q4 = Y
2
Q2 = XY Q5 = Y Z
Q3 = XZ Q6 = Z
2
Let T be the subtorus of diagonal matrices in GL3: then the fixed locus of Hilb
2P(W2)
consists of 45 fixed points, which can be divided into two distinct classes
• The first class is formed by those subschemes supported on two distinct
T -fixed points of P(W2). We will use the notation (Qi, Qj) to indicate the
subscheme supported on the points [Qi] and [Qj]. There are 15 fixed points
of this type.
• The second class is formed by those subschemes supported on only one T -
fixed point of P(W2) and schematically contained in a line joining another
T -fixed point. We will use the notation (Qi > Qj) to indicate the sub-
scheme supported on the point [Qi] and schematically contained in the line
that joins [Qi] and [Qj ]. There are 30 fixed points of this type.
To apply the localization techniques, we need the following ingredients:
• The equivariant top Chern class of the tangent space of Hilb2P(W2) at each
fixed point.
• The fundamental class of the fixed points of P(W4) that are in the image
of f .
• An explicit expression for the restriction of τ , σ1, σ2, σ3 and σ4 to the
equivariant Chow ring of each fixed point.
Let χi indicate the character associated to the monomial Qi, as in the proof of
Proposition 4.6.
Let (Qi, Qj) be a fixed point of the first class, i.e. it represents the closed and
reduced subscheme supported on the points [Qi] and [Qj] of P(W2). We have:
T (Hilb2(P(W2)))(Qi, Qj) ≃ T (P(W2))[Qi] ⊕ T (P(W2))[Qj ].
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This implies that:
cTtop(THilb
2P(W2)(Qi,Qj)) =
∏
k 6=i
(χk − χi)
∏
l 6=j
(χl − χj).
Let (Qi > Qj) be a fixed point of the second type. If we restrict to the affine
open subscheme U of P(W2) where ai 6= 0, the ideal associated to (Qi > Qj) is the
following:
I(Qi>Qj) =
(
a2j
a2i
,
ak
ai
)
k 6=j,i
.
Let R be ring of functions of U . Then from the usual description of the tangent
space of the Hilbert scheme, we deduce that:
THilb2(P(W2))(Qi>Qj) = HomR/I(I/I
2, R/I)
=
〈 (a2j)∨
(a2i )
∨
⊗ 1,
a∨k
a∨i
⊗ 1,
(a2j)
∨
(a2i )
∨
⊗
a∨j
a∨i
,
a∨k
a∨i
⊗
a∨j
a∨i
〉
k 6=i,j
.
From this we deduce:
cTtop(THilb
2P(W2)(Qi>Qj)) = 2(χi − χj)
2
∏
k 6=i,j
(χk − χi)(χk − χj).
The next step is the computation of the classes [f((Qi, Qj))] and [f((Qi > Qj))] in
the equivariant Chow ring of P(W4). We have f((Qi, Qj)) = [QiQj] and f((Qi >
Qj)) = [Q
2
i ].
Just as in the proof of Proposition 4.6, denote:
F1 = X
4 F5 = X
2Y Z F9 = XY Z
2 F13 = Y
2Z2
F2 = X
3Y F6 = X
2Z2 F10 = XZ
3 F14 = Y Z
3
F3 = X
3Z F7 = XY
3 F11 = Y
4 F15 = Z
4
F4 = X
2Y 2 F8 = XY
2Z F12 = Y
3Z
and let θi be the character associated to the monomial Fi. Let µ : {1, 2, . . . , 6}
×2 →
{1, 2, . . . , 15} be the function such that f((Qi, Qj)) = Fµ(i,j) and f((Qi > Qj)) =
Fµ(i,i) for i 6= j. Then we have:
[f((Qi, Qj))] =
∏
k 6=µ(i,j)
(h4 + θk), [f((Qi > Qj))] =
∏
l 6=µ(i,i)
(h4 + θl).
Next we study the restriction of Q, the pullback to Hilb2(P(W2)) of the quotient
tautological sheaf over Gr1(P(W2)), to the fixed points. Take a fixed point of the
first class, say (Qi, Qj) with i 6= j: then Q|(Qi,Qj) is equal by construction to the
4-dimensional quotient vector space W2/〈Qi, Qj〉. We deduce that c
T
p (Q|(Qi,Qj)) =
Sp({χk}k 6=i,j), where Sp(·) denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree
p.
Exactly the same formula holds for the fixed points (Qi > Qj) of the second
class.
The last ingredient missing is the computation of the first Chern class of the line
bundle OP(Sym2S∨)(1) restricted to the fixed points. Let Fij be the unique line in
P(W2) joining [Qi] and [Qj ]. We have:
OP(Sym2S∨)(−1)|(Qi,Qj) ≃ ker
(
Sym2H0(Fij ,OFij (1))→ H
0(Z,OFij (2)|Zij )
)
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where Zij is the subscheme represented by the point (Qi, Qj).
The vector space H0(Fi,j ,OFi,j (1)) is generated by the restriction of the global
sections ai and aj of H
0(P(W2),O(1)). We deduce that OP(Sym2S∨)(−1)|(Qi,Qj) is
generated by the unique (up to scalar) quadratic form in ai and aj that vanishes
on Zij , i.e. the form ai · aj .
Henceforth, the rank 1 vector space OP(Sym2S∨)(1)|(Qi,Qj) is generated by (ai·aj)
∨
and we have cT1 (〈(ai · aj)
∨〉) = χi + χj .
A similar argument shows that cT1 (OP(Sym2S∨)(1)|(Qi>Qj)) = 2χi.
We are ready to use the localization techniques to prove that Im(f∗) ⊂ IZ˜ . The
former ideal is generated by the elements
f∗(τ
aσb1σ
c
2σ
c
3σ
d
4) =
∑
(Qi,Qj)
(τaσb1σ
c
2σ
c
3σ
d
4)|(Qi,Qj)
cTtop(THilb
2(P(W2))(Qi,Qj))
[f((Qi, Qj))]
+
∑
(Qi>Qj)
(τaσb1σ
c
2σ
c
3σ
d
4)|(Qi>Qj)
cTtop(THilb
2(P(W2))(Qi>Qj))
[f((Qi > Qj))]
where the expression τaσb1σ
c
2σ
c
3σ
d
4 is in the image of A
∗
T ⊗M → A
∗
T (Hilb
2P(W2)).
A direct computation with Mathematica shows that each of these cycles is in
IZ˜ . 
Observe that the proper morphism f : Hilb2P(W2)→ P(W4) induces an isomor-
phism between Hilb2(P(W2) \ Zred) and Z{2,2}. Applying Lemma 3.2 we deduce
that the ideal of cycles coming from the stratum Z{2} is equal to the sum of the
image of the pushforward morphism
f∗ : A
GL3
∗ (Hilb
2P(W2)) −→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4))
plus the ideal of cycles that come from Z{1,1,1,1} and Z
(2)
{2}.
We already know from Proposition 4.1 that the cycles coming from Z{1,1,1,1} are
contained in IZ˜ . By Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 4.6 the same thing holds for
the image of f∗ and for the stratum Z
(2)
{2}. Therefore, we have proved Proposition
4.5
4.3. The push-forward of classes from Z{1,3} is in the ideal (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}). First,
we determine the class δ{1,3}. By using the formula from [Fu-Vi18, Proposition
3.4], after straightforward computations, we get
δ{1,3} = 55h
3
4 − 220c1h
2
4 + (280c
2
1 + 40c2)h4 + (224c3 − 96c
3
1 − 128c1c2).
Lemma 4.9. The classes α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3} are a set of independent generators for
the ideal (α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3}).
Proof. By performing computations mod 3 and by arguing as in Lemma 3.4, we
are reduced to check that the class δ{1,3} mod 3 is not an integral multiple of the
class α3 mod 3. A simple computation shows that this is not possible. 
Remark 4.10. Since the restriction map π1 : Z˜|Z{1,3} → Z{1,3} is generically 3:1,
we expect the inclusion 3δ{1,3} ∈ IZ˜ . We can verify this directly by checking that
3δ{1,3} =
(
9h24 − 20c1h4 + 8c
2
1
)
α1 − 2(3h4 − 8c1)α2 − 24α3.
We are ready to prove the main result of this Subsection, which is the following:
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Proposition 4.11. The image of i∗ : A
∗
GL3
(Z{1,3}) → A
∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is contained
in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}).
Proof. Consider the multiplication morphism
π{1,3} : P(W1)× P(W3) −→ P(W4).
Observe that π∗{1,3}(h4) = h1 + h3, where hi denotes the hyperplane section of
P(Wi). This simple fact, together with the projection formula, implies that the
image of π{1,3}∗ is generated by δ{1,3}, π{1,3}∗(h1) and π{1,3}∗(h
2
1).
This last two generators can be computed by localization. Set
χijk := il1 + jl2 + kl3.
Then we have:
• cTtop(T (P(W1)×P(W3))[XiY jZk],[XlYmZn]) =
∏
(χabc−χijk)
∏
(χdef−χlmn),
where the product is taken over the triples of natural numbers (a, b, c) 6=
(i, j, k) and (d, e, f) 6= (l,m, n) such that a+ b+ c = 1, d+ e + f = 3.
• [π{1,3}([X
iY jZk], [X lY mZn])] =
∏
(h4 +χabc), where the product is taken
over the triples of natural numbers (a, b, c) 6= (i+ l, j+m, k+n) such that
a+ b+ c = 4.
• hd1|A∗T ([XiY jZk],[XlYmZn]) = (−χijk)
d.
The localization formula tells us the following:
π{1,3}∗h
d
1 =
∑ (hd1|A∗T ([XiY jZk],[XlYmZn])) · [π{1,3}([X iY jZk], [X lY mZn])]
cTtop(T (P(W1)× P(W3))[XiY jZk],[XlYmZn])
.
With the aid of Mathematica, one can explicitly write down the expressions above
in terms of h4, c1, c2 and c3, and then check that both cycles are contained in
(α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3}). 
Putting together Proposition 4.5 and Proposition 4.11 we deduce the following
intermediate result.
Theorem 4.12. Assume that the base field has characteristic different from 2 and
3. Then
i∗
(
AGL3∗ (Zred)
)
⊂
(
α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3}
)
where
α1 = 27h4 − 36c1,
α2 = 9h
2
4 − 6c1h4 − 24c2,
α3 = h
3 − c1h
2 + c2h− 28c3,
δ{1,3} = 55h
3
4 − 220c1h
2
4 + (280c
2
1 + 40c2)h4 + (224c3 − 96c
3
1 − 128c1c2).
5. Irreducible quartics
We now stratify the space of irreducible quartics by number of singular points.
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5.1. Quartics with two singular points. Let H := Hilb2P2 be the Hilbert scheme
of 0-dimensional subschemes of P2 of length 2, and let p be a point of H . If we call
Σ(p) the corresponding 0-scheme of length 2 in P2, the ideal I (Σ(p)) is generated
by a linear form L and a quadratic form Q (which is not a multiple of L).
Let l be the line of equation L = 0 and let q be the conic of equation Q = 0.
Notice that the line l is uniquely determined by p and this implies that there is a
well defined morphism φ : H → P(W1). On the other hand, the conic q is in the
equivalence class of any quadratic form whose equation can be written as a linear
combination of Q and LF , where F is any linear form.
We see the line l as a point in P(W1). Let L be a linear form in three variables
such that [L] = l. The linear form L can be seen as a (non-zero) element of the
fiber of the tautological bundle OP(W1)(−1) over l.
Summarizing, we get the following exact sequence of locally free sheaves over
P(W1):
(5) 0→ OP(W1)(−1)⊗W1
ϕ
−→ OP(W1) ⊗W2 → V → 0
where ϕ is the morphism defined on the fiber over l as
ϕ(l, L⊗ F ) = (l, LF ).
The quotient sheaf V is a locally free sheaf of rank 3. Notice that V parametrizes
the pairs (l, [Q]l) where l is a line in P2 and [Q]l is the equivalence class of all
quadratic forms up to multiples of any linear form associated to l. Exactly the
same argument used to prove Lemma 4.7, after substituting P(W2) with P2, shows
the following:
Lemma 5.1. We have an isomorphism of GL3-equivariant projective bundles:
P(V )
∼=
//
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
H
φ
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
P(W1)
In particular A∗
GL3
(H) is freely generated as A∗
GL3
-module by the elements hi1s
j,
where h1 := c1(OP(W1)(1)), s := c1(OP(V )(1)) and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2.
Proposition 5.2. There is a projective subbundle D ⊆ P(W4)×H over H whose
geometric points correspond to pairs (p, C), where Σ(p) ⊆ P2 is a 0-dimensional
subscheme of length 2, and C ⊂ P2 is a quartic curve whose sheaf of ideals contains
I (Σ(p))
2
.
Proof. Let E be the standard representation of GL3 and define P2 := P(E). Let
I ⊆ P(W1)× P
2 be the incidence relation. The projection I → P(W1) makes I into
a P1-bundle on P(W1). More precisely, we have an isomorphism:
I ∼= P
(
ΩP(W1)(1)
)
.
The embedding I ⊆ P(W1)×P2 is induced by the natural GL3-equivariant embed-
ding
ΩP(W1)(1) ⊆ E ⊗ OP(W1)
of locally free sheaves on P(W1).
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The Hilbert scheme H can be alternatively described as the relative Hilbert
scheme Hilb2I/P(W1) of length two subschemes of the fibers of the projection
I = P
(
ΩP(W1)(1)
)
−→ P(W1).
In other words, the natural map Hilb2I/P(W1) → H , induced by the projection
I → P2, is an isomorphism, essentially because every length two subscheme of P2
is contained in a unique line.
The universal family S ⊆ H ×P(W1) I ⊆ H × P
2 can be described as follows:
consider the projectivization P
(
S2TP(W1)(−2)
)
of the sheaf of quadratic forms on
ΩP(W1)(1). Then
(6) S ⊆ I ×P(W1) H
∼= P(ΩP(W1)(1))×P(W1) P
(
S2TP(W1)(−2)
)
is the universal hypersurface of degree 2.
Denote by S1 the first infinitesimal neighborhood of S in H ×P2. If Σ ⊆ P2 is a
length two subscheme of P2 corresponding to a point p of H , the fiber of S1 → H
over p is the subscheme of P2 with sheaf of ideals I(Σ)2. It is easy to see that the
dimension over k(p) of H0
(
S1(p),O(4)
)
, where S1(p) is the fiber of S1 over p, is
always 6; hence the projection S → H is finite and flat of degree 6.
Consider the two projections
H × P2
pr2
//
pi

P2
H
Let F be the pushforward π∗
(
I(S)2 ⊗ pr∗2OP2(4)
)
. The pushforward to H of the
exact sequence
0 −→ I(S)2 ⊗ pr∗2OP2(4) −→ pr
∗
2OP2(4) −→ OS1 ⊗ pr
∗
2OP2(4) −→ 0
of sheaves on H × P2 gives an exact sequence
0 −→ F −→W4 ⊗ OH −→ π∗OS1(4)
where by OS1(4) we denote the restriction of pr
∗
2OP2(4) to S1.
A straightforward argument shows that if Σ ⊆ P2 is a length two subscheme, the
restriction homomorphism H0
(
P2,OP2(4)
)
→ H0
(
P2, (OΣ/I(Σ)2)(4)
)
is surjective.
Hence the homomorphism W4 ⊗ OH → π∗OS1(4) is surjective. Since π∗OS1(4) is a
rank 6 locally free sheaf, we have that F is a locally free sheaf of rank 8.
Set D := P(F ) ⊆ P(W4) ×H ; then D is a smooth integral variety of dimension
12. Its geometric points correspond to pairs (p, C), where Σ(p) ⊆ P2 is a length
two subscheme, and C ⊂ P2 is a quartic whose sheaf of ideals contains I(Σ(p))2.
So, generically, D parametrizes quartics with exactly two singular points. 
The variety D possesses two desirable features: first, the projection D → P(W4)
factorizes by construction through Zbinod, the closed subscheme of quartics having
at least two singular points, and it is 1:1 over Zbinod. Second, we can easily deter-
mine the generators of A∗GL3(D) as A
∗
GL3
-module, as it is a projective bundle over
H .
We have seen in Lemma 5.1 that the equivariant Chow ring of H is gener-
ated, as an A∗GL3 -module, by the elements h
i
1s
j, where h1 := c1(OP(W1)(1)), s :=
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c1(OP(V )(1)) and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2. Consider the diagram
D
p
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
q

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
P(W4) H
Then the following Lemma easily follows by applying the projection formula.
Lemma 5.3. The image of p∗ : A
∗
GL3
(D)→ A∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is generated as an ideal
by the elements
γij := p∗q
∗hi1s
j ,
where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2.
We can use the localization formula to explicitly compute the elements γij , so
to prove the following.
Proposition 5.4. The image of p∗ : A
∗
GL3
(D)→ A∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is contained in IZ˜ .
Proof. Let T ⊂ GL3 be the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. Then the T -fixed
locus of H consists of the nine points p1, . . . , p9 parametrizing the subschemes of
P2 whose associated homogeneous ideals are:
Ip1 = (X,Y Z) Ip2 = (Y,XZ) Ip3 = (Z,XY )
Ip4 = (X,Y
2) Ip5 = (X
2, Y ) Ip6 = (Y, Z
2)
Ip7 = (Z, Y
2) Ip8 = (X,Z
2) Ip9 = (X
2, Z)
From this we see that the T -fixed locus of D consists of the pairs F = (C, p) where
p is a T -fixed point of H and C is a quartic whose defining equation is a monomial
contained in I2p . We need to compute c
T
top(TDF ) for every fixed point F = (C, p)
of D. Observe that
cTtop(TDF ) = c
T
top(THp)c
T
top(TP(Vp)C)
where P(Vp) ⊂ P(W4) is the subspace of quartics containing the first infinitesimal
neighborhood of Σ(p). We are going to compute separately the two top Chern
classes above.
Recall that THp = Hom(Ip/I
2
p,Op). Suppose that the homogeneous ideal asso-
ciated to p is (X,Y Z): then the subscheme Σ(p) is the union of the two reduced
points q = [0 : 1 : 0] and r = [0 : 0 : 1] and we have:
Hom(Ip/I
2
p,Op) = Hom
(〈
X
Y
,
Z
Y
〉
, k
)
⊕Hom
(〈
X
Z
,
Y
Z
〉
, k
)
.
Recall that, once a base {e1, . . . , en} of a vector space V is fixed, there is a well
defined base {e∨1 , . . . , e
∨
n} of dual elements for V
∨. Then we can say that:
THp =
〈
X
Y
∨
,
Z
Y
∨
,
X
Z
∨
,
Y
Z
∨〉
.
From this we immediately deduce:
cTtop(THp1) = (l2 − l1)(l2 − l3)(l3 − l1)(l3 − l2).
With the same arguments we deduce:
cTtop(THp2) = (l3 − l1)(l3 − l2)(l1 − l2)(l1 − l3);
cTtop(THp3) = (l2 − l1)(l2 − l3)(l1 − l2)(l1 − l3).
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Consider now the subscheme associated to p4, for which we have:
Hom(Ip4/I
2
p4 ,Op4) = Hom
(〈
X
Z
,
Y 2
Z2
〉
,
〈
1,
Y
Z
〉)
.
From this we deduce
THp4 =
〈
X
Z
∨
⊗ 1,
Y 2
Z2
∨
⊗ 1,
X
Z
∨
⊗
Y
Z
,
Y 2
Z2
∨
⊗
Y
Z
〉
so that we obtain
cTtop(THp4) = (l3 − l1)(2l3 − 2l2)(l2 − l1)(l3 − l2).
The remaining Chern classes are computed in a similar way. The final result is:
cTtop(THp5) = 2(l3 − l2)(l1 − l2)(l3 − l1)(l3 − l1);
cTtop(THp6) = 2(l1 − l2)(l3 − l2)(l1 − l3)(l1 − l3);
cTtop(THp7) = 2(l1 − l3)(l2 − l3)(l1 − l2)(l1 − l2);
cTtop(THp8) = 2(l2 − l1)(l3 − l1)(l2 − l3)(l2 − l3);
cTtop(THp9) = 2(l2 − l3)(l1 − l3)(l2 − l1)(l2 − l1).
Let (X iY jZk)∨ be homogeneous coordinates for P(W4). Fix a point p ∈ H with
associated homogeneous ideal Ip and a monomial f = X
aY bZc which is contained
in I2p . Let C := {f = 0}. Then we have:
TP(Vp)C =
〈
(X iY jZk)
(XaY bZc)
where X iY jZk ∈ I2p , (i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c)
〉
.
Therefore:
cTtop(TP(Vp)C) =
∏
((i − a)l1 + (j − b)l2 + (k − c)l3)
where the product is taken over all (i, j, k) such that i, j, k ≥ 0, i + j + k = 4,
(i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c) and X iY jZk ∈ I2p .
Now we compute the class of the fixed point [C] of P(W4), where C is defined
as before. Observe that such a point is a complete intersection, defined by the
homogeneous equations:
(X iY jZk)∨ = 0 for (i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c).
Applying [Ed-Fu09, Lemma 2.4] we deduce:
[C] =
∏
(h4 + il1 + jl2 + kl3)
where the product is taken over all the (i, j, k) such that i, j, k ≥ 0, i + j + k = 4,
(i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c).
We need then to compute the restriction of h1 and s to the fixed points of H .
Recall that h1 = c1(OP(W1)(1)) and s = c1(OP(V )(1)). Observe that the restriction
of the line bundle OP(W1)(−1) to a point p of H is generated by an equation for the
unique line passing through Σ(p) or, in other terms, by the generator of degree 1
of Ip. This implies:
cT1 (OP(W1)(1)(p1)) = −l1 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p4)) = −l1 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p7)) = −l3
cT1 (OP(W1)(1)(p2)) = −l2 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p5)) = −l2 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p8)) = −l1
cT1 (OP(W1)(1)(p3)) = −l3 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p6)) = −l2 c
T
1 (OP(W1)(1)(p9)) = −l3
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Similarly, it is easy to see that the restriction of the line bundle OP(V )(1) to a
fixed point p of H is generated by an equation for the unique monomial of degree
2 that generates Ip. This implies:
cT1 (OP(V )(1)(p1)) = −l2 − l3 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p4)) = −2l2 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p7)) = −2l2
cT1 (OP(V )(1)(p2)) = −l1 − l3 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p5)) = −2l1 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p8)) = −2l3
cT1 (OP(V )(1)(p3)) = −l1 − l2 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p6)) = −2l3 c
T
1 (OP(V )(1)(p9)) = −2l1
Applying the projection formula we get:
p∗q
∗hi1s
j =
∑ cT1 (OP(W1)(1)(p))icT1 (OP(V )(1)(p))j
cTtop(TDC,p)
[C]
where the sum is taken over all the fixed points (C, p) of D. A straightforward
computation with Mathematica concludes the proof. 
Again with the aid of Mathematica, from Proposition 5.4 we deduce the follow-
ing:
Corollary 5.5. The image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)rZtrinod) is contained
in the restriction to the latter of the ideal (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}).
5.2. Quartics with three singular points. Let H := Hilb3 P2 be the Hilbert
scheme of 0-dimensional subschemes of P2 of length 3. It is well known (see for
instance [Fog68]) that H is a smooth scheme of dimension 6 and that there exists
a universal family
Σ

⊂ H × P2
H
Let Σ1 be the first infinitesimal neighborhood of Σ, i.e. the closed subscheme of
H × P2 defined by the ideal I2Σ.
Recall that a 0-dimensional, closed subscheme S of P2 is said to be curvilinear
if every connected component of S can be embedded in a plane curve. We set
Y :=
{
[S] ∈ H such that S ⊂ P2 has dimension 0, length 3,
is supported on one point and it is not curvilinear
}
This Y is a closed subset of H ; we take it with the reduced scheme structure. If S
is such that [S] ∈ Y , then locally IS = (x, y)
2. Observe that Y is isomorphic to P2
and is regularly embedded in H . Notice that the morphism
Σ1|H\Y

⊂ H × P2
H \ Y
is a flat morphism and its fibers are 0-dimensional closed subschemes of P2 of length
9.
On the other hand, the fiber of Σ1 over a point in Y corresponds to a 0-
dimensional closed subscheme of P2 of length 10, supported on one point, whose
defining ideal is locally equal to (x, y)4. Our goal is to modify H so that the family
Σ1|H\Y can be extended to a family which is flat over the whole base.
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Proposition 5.6. Let H˜ be the blow-up of H along Y . Then there exists a flat
family Σ˜1 → H˜ of 0-dimensional, length 9 closed subschemes of P2 that extends
Σ1|H\Y → H \ Y .
Remark 5.7. Let (x, y)2 be a local description of the ideal of S ⊂ P2, so that
[S] ∈ Y : then the fiber of the normal bundle NY,H at [S] can be identified with the
space of homogeneous forms f of degree 3 in x and y, and the fiber of Σ1 over a
point ([S], [f ]) in the exceptional divisor of H˜ corresponds to the subscheme of P2
whose ideal can be locally described as (f, (x, y)4).
We postpone the proof of Proposition 5.6 to Section 6. Consider the following
diagram:
H˜ × P2
pr2
//
pr1

P2
H˜
Then over H˜ × P2 we have the short exact sequence of sheaves:
0 −→ IΣ˜1 −→ OH˜×P2 −→ OΣ˜1 −→ 0
We can twist it by pr∗2O(4) and push it forward along pr1, obtaining in this way
the exact sequence:
0 −→ pr1∗(IΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4)) −→ pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) −→ pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4))
We have pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) ≃ OH˜×P2 ⊗W4, therefore it is a free sheaf of rank 15, and by
Grauert theorem we deduce that pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4)) is locally free of rank 9.
Observe that the fiber over a fixed point in H˜ of the kernel of the morphism
ϕ : pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) −→ pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4))
can be interpreted as the space of ternary forms of degree 4 that vanish when
restricted to a fixed 0-dimensional closed subscheme S of P2 of length 3 or, in other
terms, such that the plane quartic curves defined by the forms contain S: this
condition forces the curve to be singular at the support of S.
Remark 5.8. If ϕ was surjective, then F := ker(ϕ) would have been a locally
free subsheaf of OH˜×P2 ⊗W4. Therefore, we would have obtained that there is a
projective subbundle P(F) of H˜ × P(W4) whose projection on P(W4) is injective
over the locally closed subscheme parametrizing trinodal irreducible quartics.
This would have enabled us to compute the relations in the equivariant Chow
ring of P(W4) that comes from this locus, using an argument which resembles the
one we used for the case of curves with two nodes.
Unfortunately the morphism ϕ is not surjective everywhere: nevertheless, there
is a way to fix this problem by performing an elementary modification of vector
bundles.
Definition 5.9. We say that a 0-dimensional subscheme S of P2 is rectilinear if
there exists a line that contains S.
Let Hr be the subset of H whose points correspond to rectilinear subschemes,
and let H˜r be the preimage of Hr in H˜. Then we have the following:
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Proposition 5.10. The set H˜r is a Cartier divisor and there exists a vector sub-
bundle F ⊂W4 × H˜ over H˜ such that:
(1) There exists an isomorphism F|H˜\H˜r ≃ ker(ϕ)|H˜\H˜r .
(2) Let [S] ∈ H˜r and let l be the unique (up to scalar) linear form contained in
IS . Then:
F([S]) =
{
l2q where q ∈ H0(P2,O(2))
}
⊂ H0(P2, I2S(4)).
For the sake of readability we opt to take this result for granted, and to proceed
with the computations. A proof of Proposition 5.10 can be found in Section 6.
Consider now the subvariety Z := P(F) of H˜ × P(W4), so that we have the
diagram
(7) Z
p
||③③
③③
③③
③③
③
q

❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
P(W4) H˜
Clearly, the image of p is contained in the closure of the trinodal locus. Moreover,
if we restrict to the locally closed subscheme of irreducible trinodal quartics, the
morphism p becomes injective. Therefore, we have put ourselves in a situation that
resembles the basic setup exploited for the computation of the relations coming
from the stratum of irreducible binodal quartics.
Lemma 5.11. We have:
(1) The image of p∗ : A
∗
GL3
(Z)→ A∗
GL3
(P(W4)) is generated as an ideal by the
elements ηi := p∗q
∗ξi, where the cycles ξi are the generators of A
∗
GL3
(H˜)
as an A∗
GL3
-algebra.
(2) The image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is contained in the sum of the
ideals (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) and Im(p∗).
Proof. Due to the fact that Z is a projective bundle over H˜ and a projective sub-
bundle of P(W4)×H˜, we have that A∗GL3(Z) is generated as an A
∗
GL3
(H˜)-algebra by
p∗h. Then from the compatibility formula combined with the projection formula
we easily deduce (1).
Point (2) follows from the fact that we already know (see Proposition 5.4) that
the image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod) → A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) plus the
ideal generated by the cycles coming from Ztrinod (i.e. those that are not contained
in Zred). Cycles of this type can all be lifted to cycles in A
∗
GL3
(Z) because
Z|Ztrinod −→ Ztrinod
is an isomorphism. Indeed, points in this locally closed subscheme correspond to
irreducible quartics whose singular subscheme has length 3, as if this was not the
case then the curve would be reducible. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
Remark 5.12. Lemma 5.11 shows that we only have to care of those generators of
A∗GL3(H˜) that are not entirely supported on E∪H˜r∪D˜, where E is the exceptional
divisor, H˜r is the divisor of rectilinear subschemes and D˜ is the pullback of the
subscheme D ⊂ H that parametrizes non-reduced subschemes.
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Indeed, if V ⊂ E∪H˜r , it is immediate to verify that p∗q
∗[V ] is entirely supported
either on the locally closed subscheme of irreducible binodal, non-trinodal quartics
or on the closed subscheme of reducible quartics.
The last Remark in particular tells us that, among the generators of A∗GL3(H˜)
as A∗GL3-algebra, we can restrict our attention to those that come from H and that
are not entirely supported on Hr ∪D.
Let T ⊂ GL3 be the maximal subtorus of diagonal matrices. Consider the
diagram
Σ
pr1
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
pr2
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
H P2
where Σ is the universal subscheme, and define Ei := pr1∗pr
∗
2O(i). Then we have:
Theorem 5.13. [El-St93, Theorem 1.1] The sheaves Ei, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, are locally
free of rank 3, and A∗(H) is generated as a Z-algebra by the Chern classes of Ei. In
particular A∗(H) is generated as a Z-module by the monomials in cj(Ei) of degree
less or equal to 6, where deg(cj(Ei)) = j.
A useful Corollary is the following:
Lemma 5.14. The equivariant Chow ring A∗T (H) is generated as an A
∗
T -module
by the monomials in cTj (Ei) of degree less than or equal to 6. The same statement
holds if we replace T with GL3.
Proof. The first part is a consequence of the Hilbert scheme of points in P2 being
T -equivariantly formal. The second part follows directly from the identification
A∗GL3(H) = A
∗
T (H)
S3 . 
Let p and q be the morphisms appearing in (7) and let σ : H˜ → H be the
blow-down morphism. Lemmas 5.11 and 5.14, combined with Remark 5.12 and
Theorem 5.13, readily imply that the set of cycles p∗q
∗σ∗ξ, where ξ is a polynomial
of degree less or equal to 6 in the algebra Z[cGL3j (Ei)], generate Im(p∗) modulo the
ideal (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) (with a little abuse of notation, we use the same name for Ei and
its pullback along the blow-down morphism H˜ → H).
Actually, more is true. Define
ηijkl := p∗q
∗[cGL31 (E0)
icGL32 (E0)
jcGL32 (E2)
kcGL33 (E2)
l].
Then we have the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.15. The ideal Im(p∗) is generated modulo cycles in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) by the
cycles ηijkl for i, j, k, l ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i+ 2j + 2k + 3l ≤ 6.
Proof. Let U be the open subscheme parametrizing subschemes supported on three
distinct, non-rectilinear points. Then E0|U ≃ O⊕ F for some rank 2 vector bundle
F , thus the Chern class c3(E0) is supported on H \U . Furthermore, the restriction
of the natural morphism W1 ⊗ OH → E1 to U is an isomorphism, thus the Chern
classes cj(E1) are supported on H \ U . Finally, from [El-St87, pg. 345], we have
2c1(E1)−c1(E2) = c1(E0). This implies that c1(E2) is equal to −c1(E0) up to cycles
supported on H \U . From remark 5.12 and theorem 5.13 we deduce the lemma. 
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We have reduced ourselves to the computation of the cycles ηijkl for i, j, k, l ≥ 0
and 0 ≤ i+ 2j + 2k + 3l ≤ 6, whose explicit expression in terms of the elements ci
and h4 can be obtained applying the localization formula. The final result is the
following:
Proposition 5.16. We have ηijkl ∈ IZ˜ for i, j, k, l ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i+2j+2k+3l ≤ 6.
In order to apply the localization formula, we need some preliminary computa-
tions. First we find all the points of H˜ that are fixed by the action of T ⊂ GL3:
Lemma 5.17. The fixed locus of H˜ consists of 31 fixed points.
Proof. Observe that the fixed locus of H consists of 22 fixed points p1, . . . , p22
corresponding to the subschemes with homogeneous ideals:
Ip1 = (XY,XZ, Y Z) Ip7 = (Z
2, XY, ZY ) Ip13 = (X
2Y, Z) Ip19 = (X
3, Z)
Ip2 = (X
2, Y Z,XY ) Ip8 = (X
2, XY, Y 2) Ip14 = (X,Y Z
2) Ip20 = (X,Z
3)
Ip3 = (X
2, Y Z,XZ) Ip9 = (X
2, XZ,Z2) Ip15 = (Z,XY
2) Ip21 = (Y, Z
3)
Ip4 = (Y
2, XZ,XY ) Ip10 = (Y
2, Y Z, Z2) Ip16 = (XZ
2, Y ) Ip22 = (Y
3, Z)
Ip5 = (Y
2, XZ, Y Z) Ip11 = (X,Y
2Z) Ip17 = (X
3, Y )
Ip6 = (Z
2, XY,XZ) Ip12 = (X
2Z, Y ) Ip18 = (X,Y
3)
The 31 fixed points of H˜ are given by the 19 fixed points p1, . . . , p7, p11, . . . , p22 plus
other 12 fixed points contained in the exceptional divisor which we will describe in
the next lines.
Recall from Remark 5.7 that the normal bundle of the non-curvilinear locus of
H at a point can be identified with the space of homogeneous cubic forms in the
local coordinates of the point. This suggests that there are exactly twelve fixed
points in H˜ lying over the points p8, p9, p10 of H , corresponding to the pairs (pi, f)
where f is a monomial of degree 3 in the local coordinates of Σ(p).
More precisely, recall that:
THp = HomOΣ(p)(IΣ(p)/I
2
Σ(p),OΣ(p))
Let p be a point in the non-curvilinear locus Hnc ⊂ H and let u, v be local
coordinates near the support of Σ(p). An element ϕ of HomOΣ(p)(IΣ(p)/I
2
Σ(p),OΣ(p))
is completely determined by its values at u2, uv, v2. Moreover, in order to be a
morphism of OΣ(p)-modules, such values must be of the form au + bv for some
(a, b) ∈ k⊕2. From this we deduce that:
THp =
〈
u2∨ ⊗ u, u2∨ ⊗ v, uv∨ ⊗ u, uv∨ ⊗ v, v2∨ ⊗ u, v2∨ ⊗ v
〉
To each element ϕ of THp corresponds the first order deformation of the subscheme
Σ(p) locally defined by the ideal:
(u2 + ǫϕ(u2), uv + ǫϕ(uv), v2 + ǫϕ(v2))
A basis for the vector subspace T (Hnc)p ⊂ THp is given by:〈
u2∨ ⊗ 2u+ uv∨ ⊗ v, uv∨ ⊗ u+ v2∨ ⊗ v
〉
.
This is because an element in the subspace above corresponds to the deformation
whose local ideal is:
(u2 + 2aǫu, uv + ǫ(bu+ av), v2 + 2bǫv) = (u+ aǫu, v + bǫv)2.
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Thus a base for the normal space at p is given by (equivalence classes of) the
elements: {
u2∨ ⊗ u, u2∨ ⊗ v, v2∨ ⊗ u, v2∨ ⊗ v
}
.
As a side remark, observe that the cubic form associated to an element ϕ in the
normal space at p is the degree 3 polynomial that appears among the generators
of (u2 + ǫϕ(u2), uv + ǫϕ(uv), v2 + ǫϕ(v2))2 . In the end, we deduce that the fixed
points of H˜ contained in the exceptional divisors are all of the form (pi, ϕ), where
8 ≤ i ≤ 10 and ϕ is one of the elements of the basis above. 
Lemma 5.18. The fixed points of Z are of the form ([C], p) where C = {f = 0} is
a plane quartic, f is a monomial, p is a fixed point of H˜ and either:
(1) p is not contained in the exceptional divisor, is non-rectilinear and f ∈ I2p
(fixed point of type (1)).
(2) p = (pi, g) is contained in the exceptional divisor of H˜ and f ∈ (I
2
pi , g)
(fixed point of type (2)).
(3) Ip contains a degree 1 monomial l and f ∈ (l
2) (fixed point of type (3)).
Proof. It easily follows from Lemma 5.17 and from the construction of Z. 
Observe that we have
cTtop(TZ([C],p)) = c
T
top(T H˜p)c
T
top(TP(Vp)[C])
where P(Vp) ⊂ P(W4) is the projective subspace of quartics [Q] such that ([Q], p)
is in Z. Recall also that:
THp = HomOΣ(p)(IΣ(p)/I
2
Σ(p),OΣ(p)).
There are basically four cases that we need to consider in order to compute the top
Chern classes of the tangent spaces of the fixed points of H˜.
(1) Suppose that p is the unique fixed point whose associated subscheme is
supported on three distinct points. Then we have:
THp =
〈
X
Z
∨
,
Y
Z
∨
,
X
Y
∨
,
Z
Y
∨
,
Y
X
∨
,
Z
X
∨〉
.
From this immediately follows:
ctop(T H˜p) = (l3 − l1)(l3 − l2)(l2 − l1)(l2 − l3)(l1 − l2)(l1 − l3).
(2) Suppose that Σ(p) is supported on two distinct points whose local coordi-
nates are respectively (u, v) and (s, t). Suppose moreover that the ideal of
Σ(p) near the first point is equal to (u2, v). Then we have:
THp =
〈
u2∨ ⊗ 1, u2∨ ⊗ u, v∨ ⊗ 1, v∨ ⊗ u, s∨, t∨
〉
.
Therefore:
cTtop(T H˜p) = 2χ
2
u(−χv)(χu − χv)χsχt.
Applying this formula we get the top Chern class of the tangent space of
pi for 2 ≤ i ≤ 7 and 11 ≤ i ≤ 16.
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(3) Suppose that Σ(p) is curvilinear and supported on one point, whose local
coordinates are (u, v). Then the ideal of Σ(p) near the support is equal to
(u3, v). From this we deduce:
THp =
〈
u3∨ ⊗ 1, u3∨ ⊗ u, u3∨ ⊗ u2, v∨ ⊗ 1, v∨ ⊗ u, v∨ ⊗ u2
〉
.
Thus we get:
cTtop(T H˜p) = −6χ
3
u(−χv)(χu − χv)(χu − χv).
This formula gives us the top Chern classes of the tangent spaces of pi for
17 ≤ i ≤ 22.
The fourth case left to compute is the top Chern class of the tangent space of
the fixed points contained in the exceptional divisor of H˜ . To do this we need
a description as a T -representation of the tangent space of a T -fixed point in an
equivariant blow-up scheme.
Lemma 5.19. Let X be a smooth T -scheme and Y ⊂ X a T -invariant, regu-
larly embedded subscheme. Let x be a T -fixed point of X, contained in Y , and let
{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} be a base for TXx such that, with respect to the induced action of T
on TXx, we have t · ϕi = χi(t)ϕi. Suppose moreover that ϕ1, . . . , ϕm is a base for
TYx ⊂ TXx. Let X˜ be the blow-up of X at Y . Then:
T X˜(x,[ϕj]) =
〈
ϕ1, . . . , ϕm, ϕm+1 ⊗ ϕ
∨
j , . . . ,
̂ϕj ⊗ ϕ∨j , . . . , ϕn ⊗ ϕ
∨
j
〉
.
In particular:
cTtop(T X˜(x,[ϕj])) = c
T
1 (χ1) · · · c
T
1 (χm)(c
T
1 (χm+1)− c
T
1 (χj)) · · · (c
T
1 (χn)− c
T
1 (χj)).
The proof is pretty standard and we omit it. Let p be a fixed point ofH such that
Σ(p) is non-curvilinear and supported on one point. Let (u, v) be local coordinates
near the support of Σ(p). Then we have seen in the proof of Lemma 5.17 that
THp = l
〈
u2∨ ⊗ 2u+ uv∨ ⊗ v, uv∨ ⊗ u+ v2∨ ⊗ v, u2∨ ⊗ u, u2∨ ⊗ v, v2∨ ⊗ u, v2∨ ⊗ v
〉
.
We have also seen that there are exactly four fixed points of H˜ lying over p: they
are (p, [u2∨ ⊗ u]), (p, [u2∨ ⊗ v]), (p, [v2∨ ⊗ u]), (p, [v2∨ ⊗ v]). Using Lemma 5.19 we
can easily compute the top Chern classes of the tangent spaces of these points.
The computation of cTtop(TP(Vp)[C]), where C is a plane quartic defined by a
degree 4 monomial XaY bZc, is divided in three cases:
(1) Suppose p ∈ H˜ is a fixed point of type (1) (see lemma 5.18), then:
TP(Vp)[C] =
〈
X iY jZk
XaY bZc
where X iY jZk ∈ I2Σ(p)
〉
.
Therefore:
cTtop(TP(Vp)[C]) =
∏
((i − a)l1 + (j − b)l2 + (k − c)l3)
where the product is taken over the triples (i, j, k) such that i, j, k ≥ 0,
i+ j + k = 4, (i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c), X iY jZk ∈ I2Σ(p).
(2) Suppose p = (pi, g) is a fixed point of type (2), then:
TP(Vp)[C] =
〈
X iY jZk
XaY bZc
where X iY jZk ∈ (I2Σ(pi), g)
〉
.
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Therefore:
cTtop(TP(Vp)[C]) =
∏
((i− a)l1 + (j − b)l2 + (k − c)l3).
where the product is taken over the triples (i, j, k) such that i, j, k ≥ 0,
i+ j + k = 4, (i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c), X iY jZk ∈ (I2Σ(pi), g).
(3) Suppose p is a fixed point of type (3), and let l be a degree 1 monomial
contained in IΣ(p), then:
TP(Vp)[C] =
〈
X iY jZk
XaY bZc
where X iY jZk ∈ (l2)
〉
.
Therefore:
cTtop(TP(Vp)[C]) =
∏
((i − a)l1 + (j − b)l2 + (k − c)l3)
where the product is taken over the triples (i, j, k) such that i, j, k ≥ 0,
i+ j + k = 4, (i, j, k) 6= (a, b, c), X iY jZk ∈ (l2).
Recall that in the proof of Proposition 5.4 we already computed the classes of the
fixed points of P(W4). Therefore, we are in position to prove Proposition 5.16.
Proof of Proposition 5.16. In order to apply the localization formula we need to
compute the equivariant Chern roots of the restriction of E0 and E2 to the fixed
points of H˜ . It is actually enough to perform these computations for the fixed
points of H : given a fixed point p in the exceptional divisor of H˜ , the Chern roots
of the restriction of Ei to this point are equal to the Chern roots of Ei restricted to
the image of p via the blow-down morphism.
In the following, we denote Si the subscheme parametrized by the point pi in H ,
where pi is as in the proof of Lemma 5.17. We start by computing the Chern roots
of E0(pi).
We have that E0(p1) is isomorphic T -equivariantly to the direct sum of the
residue fields of the three points in the support of S1, therefore the Chern roots of
E0(p1) are all equal to zero.
The T -representation E0(p2) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the residue fields
of the two points in the support of S2 plus the representation generated by the
rational function XY . Therefore the only non-zero Chern root of the T -representation
E0(p2) is equal to l1− l2. The Chern roots of E0(pi) for i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are obtained
in the same way, after having appropriately exchanged the roles of X , Y and Z.
The T -representation E0(p8) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the residue field
of the unique point in the support of S8 plus the representation generated by the
rational functions XZ and
Y
Z . This implies that the non-zero Chern roots of the T -
representation E0(p8) are l1− l3 and l2− l3. The Chern roots of E0(pi) for i = 9, 10
are obtained in the same way, after having appropriately exchanged the roles of X ,
Y and Z.
The T -representation E0(p11) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the residue fields
of the points in the support of S11 plus the representation generated by the rational
function YZ . Therefore, the non-zero Chern root of E0(p11) is equal to l2 − l3. The
Chern roots of E0(pi) for i = 12, · · · , 16 are obtained in the same way, after having
appropriately exchanged the roles of X , Y and Z.
The T -representation E0(p17) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the residue field
of the unique point in the support of S17 plus the representation generated by the
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rational functions XZ and
X2
Z2 . Therefore, the non-zero Chern roots of E0(p17) are
equal to l1 − l2 and 2(l1 − l2). The Chern roots of E0(pi) for i = 18, · · · , 22 are
obtained in the same way, after having appropriately exchanged the roles of X , Y
and Z.
Now we compute the Chern roots of E2(pi). It is easy to see that the represen-
tation E2(p1) is isomorphic to the representation of quadratic forms that do not
vanish on all the three points in the support of S1: this representation is generated
by X2, Y 2 and Z2. Therefore, the Chern roots of E2(p1) are 2l1, 2l2 and 2l3.
With a similar argument, we see that the generators of the representation E2(p2)
are equal to Y 2, XZ and Z2. Therefore, the Chern roots of E2(p2) are equal to 2l2,
l1+l3 and 2l3. The Chern roots of E2(pi) for i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are obtained exchanging
the roles of X , Y and Z in an appropriate way.
The generators of the representation E2(p8) are equal to XZ, Y Z and Z
2. There-
fore, the Chern roots of E2(p9) are equal to l1+ l3, l2+ l3 and 2l3. The Chern roots
of E2(pi) for i = 9, 10 are obtained exchanging the roles of X , Y and Z in an
appropriate way.
The generators of the representation E2(p11) are equal to Y
2, Y Z and Z2. There-
fore, the Chern roots of E2(p11) are equal to 2l2, l2 + l3 and 2l3. The Chern roots
of E2(pi) for i = 12, · · · , 16 are obtained exchanging the roles of X , Y and Z in an
appropriate way.
Finally, the generators of the representation E2(p17) are equal to Y
2, Y Z and
Z2. Therefore, the Chern roots of E2(p17) are equal to 2l2, l2 + l3 and 2l3. The
Chern roots of E2(pi) for i = 18, · · · , 22 are obtained exchanging the roles of X , Y
and Z in an appropriate way.
We now have all the ingredients necessary to write down the explicit localization
formula for the cycles we are interested in. More precisely, we have:
ηijkl =
∑
(C,p)
cT1 (E0(p))
icT2 (E0(p))
jcT2 (E2(p))
kcT3 (E2(p))
l
cTtop(TZC,p)
[C]
where the sum is taken over all the fixed points (C, p) contained in Z ⊂ P(W4)× H˜.
A straightforward computation with Mathematica concludes the proof. 
Corollary 5.20. The image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod) → A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is contained in
(IZ˜ , δ{1,3}).
Proof. By Lemma 5.11 we know that the image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is
contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) plus Im(p∗). By Proposition 5.16, combined with Lemma
5.15, the latter ideal is contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}). This concludes the proof. 
6. Geometry of Hilb3P2
This Section is devoted to prove some results on H := Hilb3P2 that were used
in the previous Section.
6.1. Extension of Σ1 to H˜. As before, we denote Σ the universal family over H
and Σ1 its first infinitesimal neighborhood.
Recall that Y is the closed subvariety of H whose points [S] correspond to
0-dimensional subschemes S ⊂ P2 of length 3, supported on one point and non-
curvilinear. Observe that Y ≃ P2.
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Let H˜ be the blow-up of H along Y and let us denote the pullback of Σ1 to H˜
with the same name. The goal of this Subsection is to prove Proposition 5.6.
Observe that Σ1 induces a rational morphism H˜ 99K Hilb
9 P2 which is defined
away from the exceptional divisor E in H˜ . Let Γ be the closure of the graph of this
rational morphism inside H˜ ×Hilb9 P2, so that we have
Γ ⊂ H˜ ×Hilb9 P2
q
//
p

Hilb9 P2
H˜
Observe that over Γ there is a well defined flat family of 0-dimensional closed
subscheme of P2 of length 9, given by the restriction to Γ of q∗Υ, where Υ is the
universal family over Hilb9 P2.
Proposition 6.1. The projection Γ→ H˜ is an isomorphism.
To prove the Proposition above, we need a technical result. Consider the follow-
ing situation: let R be a complete DVR with uniformizer t and let K (resp. k) be
the fraction field (resp. the residue field) of R. Fix a point [S] in Y ⊂ H which
corresponds to a 0-dimensional closed subscheme S ⊂ P2 of length 3, supported on
only one closed point, non curvilinear. Let γ : Spec(R) → H be a morphism such
that:
(i) the induced morphism γK : Spec(K) → H factorizes through the open
subscheme U ⊂ H whose points correspond to triplets of distinct closed
points in P2;
(ii) γ(Spec(k)) = [S].
Call ν(γ) the induced tangent vector Spec(k[ǫ]) → H and let [ν(γ)] be the image
of ν(γ) through the quotient morphism TH[S] → N[S], where TH[S] (resp. N[S])
denotes the tangent vector space of H (resp. the normal vector space of Y in H)
at [S].
Given a morphism γ as above, we can define a lifting γ˜ : Spec(R)→ Hilb9 P2 as
follows: let γ˜K be the composition of γK with the morphism U → Hilb
9 P2 induced
by Σ1|U . By the properness of Hilb
9 P2 there exists a unique extension of γ˜K to a
morphism γ˜ : Spec(R)→ Hilb9 P2. We are ready to state the technical Lemma:
Lemma 6.2. Fix a point [S] in Y and let γ1 and γ2 be as above. Suppose moreover
that [ν(γ1)] and [ν(γ2)] are non-zero and linearly dependent. Then γ˜1(Spec(k)) =
γ˜2(Spec(k)).
Remark 6.3. Before giving a complete proof of the Lemma, which is rather techni-
cal and involved, let us briefly sketch what is the geometric idea behind it: indeed,
what we are going to show is that the normal vectors of Y in H at [S] can be
identified with binary forms of degree 3.
Roughly, the reason for this to be true is that a deformation of S along a generic
normal direction corresponds to a family of three distinct points approaching the
support of S in a non-curvilinear way. In turn, three distinct points determine three
distinct lines. When the points degenerate to the support of S, the lines collapse to
three lines passing through the support of S. The product of the equations defining
these three lines is exactly the binary form of degree 3 that we identify with the
normal direction.
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This binary form f has also the property that, if we take a degeneration of the
three doubled points along any path and we denote S˜ the limiting 0-dimensional,
length 9 subscheme of P2, then IS˜ = (f) + (x, y)
4, i.e. the limit S˜ depends not
on the whole degeneration but only on the normal direction determined by the
degeneration, which is exactly the content of Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let [S˜i] := γ˜i(Spec(k)), so that S˜i for i = 1, 2 are 0-dimensional
closed subschemes of P2 of length 9, supported on only one point. We want to show
that S˜1 = S˜2. Without loss of generality we can suppose that these schemes are sup-
ported on the origin in A2. It is easy to see that, if IS = (x, y)2, then IS˜i ) (x, y)
4
for i = 1, 2. By hypotheses we know that S˜i has length 9, thus if we find any other
element in IS˜i which is not in (x, y)
4 we completely determine the ideal IS˜i , and
therefore the scheme S˜i.
Observe that over U ⊂ H there is a degree 6 e´tale cover V , which is the open
subscheme of P2 × P2 × P2 of triplets made of distinct points. By pulling back V
along γK,i we obtain a degree 6 e´tale cover VK of Spec(K): by choosing a section
of VK → Spec(K), we obtain a morphism Spec(K) → V . In other terms, we can
distinguish the three points pi(t), qi(t) and ri(t) of P2K whose union corresponds to
the 0-dimensional, length 3 closed subscheme γ∗K,iΣ ⊂ P
2
K . By hypotheses, we can
write:
pi(t) = [tpi1 + t
2(· · · ) : tpi2 + t
2(· · · ) : 1],
qi(t) = [tqi1 + t
2(· · · ) : tqi2 + t
2(· · · ) : 1],
ri(t) = [tri1 + t
2(· · · ) : tri2 + t
2(· · · ) : 1].
Let lpiqi(t) be an equation for the unique line passing through the points p
i(t) and
qi(t), and define in a similar way the polynomials lpiri and lqiri . We have:
lpiqi(t) = t[(p
i
2 − q
i
2)x− (p
i
1 − q
i
1)y] + t
2[· · · ],
lpiri(t) = t[(p
i
2 − r
i
2)x− (p
i
1 − r
i
1)y] + t
2[· · · ],
lqiri(t) = t[(q
i
2 − r
i
2)x− (q
i
1 − r
i
1)y] + t
2[· · · ].
Then the cubic defined by the equation f i(t) = t−3lpiqi(t) · lpiri(t) · lqiri(t) has three
nodes in the three points, thus f i(t) is in the ideal of γ∗K,iΣ1 = γ˜
∗
K,iΥ, where Υ
is the universal family over Hilb9 P2. Therefore, the polynomial f i(0) is contained
in IS˜i and by construction it is not in (x, y)
4. Therefore, to prove the Lemma is
enough to show that f1(0) = f2(0).
An element v of TH[S] may be identified with a triplet of linear forms in two
variables (L,M,N), where the ideal of v∗Σ is equal to (x2+ ǫL, xy+ ǫM, y2+ ǫN).
An element v of TY[S] can then be seen as a pair (a, b), where the ideal of v
∗Σ
is equal to ((x + ǫa)2, (x + ǫa)(y + ǫb), (y + ǫb)2). This implies that two tangent
vectors v = (L,M,N) and v′ = (L′,M ′, N ′) have the same image in N[S] if and
only if there exists a pair (a, b) such that v′∗Σ = ((x+ ǫa)2+ ǫL, (x+ ǫa)(y+ ǫb) +
ǫM, (y + ǫb)2 + ǫN).
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Let (x2 + Li(t), xy +M i(t), y2 +N i(t)) be the ideal of γ∗i Σ, where:
Li(t) = tLi1 + t
2(· · · ),
M i(t) = tM i1 + t
2(· · · ),
N i(t) = tN i1 + t
2(· · · ).
Then the condition that ν(γ1) = ν(γ2) implies that the ideal of γ
∗
2Σ is generated
by
(x+ ta+ t2(· · · ))2 + tL11 + t
2(· · · ),
(x+ ta+ t2(· · · ))(y + tb+ t2(· · · )) + tM11 + t
2(· · · ),
(y + tb + t2(· · · ))2 + tN11 + t
2(· · · ).
This readily implies that:
p2j(t) = t(p
1
j + sj) + t
2(· · · ),
q2j (t) = t(q
1
j + sj) + t
2(· · · ),
r2j (t) = t(r
1
j + sj) + t
2(· · · ).
Plugging these expressions for p2(t), q2(t) and r2(t) in f2(t) immediately shows
that f1(0) = f2(0). This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
The technical Lemma 6.2 allows us to prove Proposition 6.1.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. It is enough to show that Γ→ H˜ is birational and finite:
this would allows us to conclude by normality of H˜ . The only thing we need to
prove is finiteness. Actually, we already know that Γ → H˜ is proper, so that is
enough to check quasi-finiteness, that has to be shown only for the fibers over the
points in the exceptional divisor of H˜ .
Suppose that there exists a point ([S], ν) in the exceptional divisor such that the
fiber has positive dimension. Using the same notation as in the proof of lemma
6.2, this means that we can find two morphisms γ1, γ2 : Spec(R) → H such that
γi(Spec(k)) = [S], the induced normal vectors [ν(γi)] = v and γ˜1(Spec(k)) 6=
γ˜2(Spec(k)). By Lemma 6.2, this is not possible. 
Proposition 5.6 is an immediate corollary to Proposition 6.1.
Remark 6.4. The same arguments used to prove lemma 6.2 and proposition 6.1
can be used to prove that there is an isomorphism between H˜ and the blow-up of
Hilb3 Pˇ2 along the same locus, and such isomorphism does not depend on the choice
of an identification P2 ≃ Pˇ2. The isomorphism H˜ ≃ H˜ilb
3
Pˇ2 sends the exceptional
divisor of H˜ to the closed subscheme whose points correspond to 0-dimensional,
length 3 closed subscheme of Pˇ2 that are contained in a line.
6.2. Construction of Z. . Consider the diagram:
H˜ × P2
pr2
//
pr1

P2
H˜
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Recall that in Section 5 we considered a morphism of locally free sheaves
ϕ : pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) −→ pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4)).
The fiber over a fixed point in H˜ of the kernel of ϕ can be interpreted as the space
of ternary forms of degree 4 that vanish when restricted to a fixed 0-dimensional
closed subscheme S of P2 of length 3 or, in other terms, such that the plane quartic
curves defined by the forms contain S: this condition forces the curve to be singular
at the support of S.
The morphism ϕ is not surjective everywhere. In this Subsection we fix this prob-
lem by performing an elementary modification of vector bundles, so to construct a
variety Z birational to ker(ϕ) which is a projective subbundle of H˜ × P(W4). The
final result is a proof of Proposition 5.10.
Definition 6.5. We say that a 0-dimensional subscheme S of P2 is rectilinear if
there exists a line that contains S.
Let Hr be the subset of H whose points correspond to rectilinear subschemes.
We can put on Hr the structure of a regularly embedded closed subscheme as
follows: consider the diagram:
H × P2
p
//
q

P2
H
Then we have the morphism of locally free sheaves:
ψ : q∗p
∗
O(1) −→ q∗(OΣ ⊗ p
∗
O(1)).
It is easy to see that ψ is generically surjective. Moreover, the closed subscheme
where the rank of ψ is not maximal coincides with Hr, that in this way inher-
its a scheme structure. Observe that Hr is defined as the vanishing locus of the
determinant of ψ, thus it is a Cartier divisor.
Let us denote H˜r the pullback of Hr to H˜ . Then we have:
Lemma 6.6. The set of points of H˜ where the morphism
ϕ : pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) −→ pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4))
is not surjective coincides with the set of points of H˜r. In particular, the closed
subscheme D1(ϕ) has codimension 1 in H˜.
Proof. Fix a closed point x in H˜ \ H˜r: we want to show that ϕ(x) is surjective.
Suppose that x corresponds to a subscheme of P2 supported on three distinct points
p, q and r, that by hypothesis are not contained in a line.
Choose an equation l0 for the unique line that passes through q and r. Then
choose three linear forms li for i = 1, 2, 3 such that the line of equation l1 = 0
does not contain p and the lines associated to l2, l3 pass through p with linearly
independent tangent directions, and define fi := l
3
0li.
Repeat now this process exchanging the roles of p, q and r: in this way we
obtain nine quartics f1, . . . , f9 such that their images in pr1∗(OΣ˜1⊗pr
∗
2O(4))(x) are
linearly independent by construction. This shows that ϕ(x) is surjective.
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An opportune modification of the argument above shows also that ϕ(x) is sur-
jective when the subscheme associated to x is non-rectilinear and supported on two
points. The surjectivity of ϕ over the exceptional divisor of H˜ is obvious.
Now let x be a point in Hr. Let l be a linear form defining the unique line
that contains S, the subscheme of P2 associated to the point x in H˜ . Let V ⊂
H0(P2,O(3)) be the vector subspace of ternary forms of degree 3 that vanish on S:
then V has dimension 7 and multiplication by l induces an inclusion V →֒ ker(ϕ(x)).
This proves that ker(ϕ(x)) has dimension strictly greater than 6, thus ϕ(x) cannot
be surjective. 
The Lemma above tells us that D1(ϕ) and H˜r have the same points, but for the
moment we do not know anything about the scheme structure of D1(ϕ).
Lemma 6.7. The closed subscheme D1(ϕ) is a Cartier divisor.
The proof of the Lemma above will be in several steps. Our strategy will consist
in finding a locally free subsheaf V of pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) of rank 6 such that V ⊂ ker(ϕ).
This would imply that D1(ϕ) is schematically defined as the vanishing locus of the
determinant of ϕ, where ϕ : pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4)/V → pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4)), and therefore
it is a Cartier divisor.
Consider the following situation:
(⋆) Let x be a closed point of H˜r. Let R be a complete DVR, K (resp. k) its
fraction field (resp. residue field). Let γ : Spec(R) → H˜ be a morphism
such that γ(Spec(k)) = x and the induced morphism γK : Spec(K) → H˜
factorizes through the open subscheme U parametrizing subschemes sup-
ported on distinct points. Let γ˜K : Spec(K) → Gr(6, 15) be the composi-
tion of γK with the morphism U → Gr(6, 15) induced by ker(ϕ)|U , and let
γ˜ : Spec(R)→ Gr(6, 14) be its unique extension.
Then we have:
Lemma 6.8. Suppose to be in the situation (⋆) and let S be the closed subscheme
of P2 associated to x. Choose a linear form l whose zero locus in P2 is the unique
line that contains S. Then γ˜(Spec(k)) is the closed point in Gr(6, 15) associated to
the vector subspace
V :=
{
l2q | q ∈ H0(P2,O(2))
}
⊂ H0(P2,O(4)).
Proof. It is convenient to think of Gr(6, 15) as the parameter space for 5-dimensional
projective subspaces of |O(4)| = P(W4). If we show that there are six quartic curves
in γ˜(Spec(k)) which are union of a double line and a double conic and which span
a P5, we are done.
Suppose first that S, the closed subscheme of P2 associated to x, is supported
on three distinct points. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we can actu-
ally distinguish three K-points p(t), q(t) and r(t) of P2K which are the support
of γK(Spec(K)). Observe that by hypothesis these three points are distinct, non-
rectilinear and their limit consists of the three points p, q and r of S.
Consider the plane quartic curve Ct in P2K which is the union of the lines p(t)q(t)
and p(t)r(t) and of a conic Qt passing through q(t) and r(t). By construction, this
curve Ct is in the subspace of |O(4)| corresponding to γ˜K(Spec(K)). Moreover, the
limit curve C0 of Ct is the union of the double line pq = qr and of a conic Q0 that
passes through q and r. In this way we deduce that all the quartics which are the
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union of the double line pq and of a conic that passes through q and r are contained
in the subspace of |O(4)| associated to γ˜(Spec(k)).
Exchanging the roles of p(t), q(t) and r(t) in the reasoning above, we obtain that
the subspace associated to γ˜(Spec(k)) contains all the quartic curves that are union
of the double line pq and of a conic that passes through two of the three points p, q
and r. It is immediate to verify that this is a 5-dimensional projective space, thus
we actually completely determined the subspace associated to γ˜(Spec(k)).
Suppose now that S is supported on only two points p and q = r. The argument
that we used in the case before fails to produce a subspace of dimension 5, because
it only tells us that the limit subspace contains all the quartic curves that are union
of the double line and of a conic that passes through q. Take then a double conic
that contains p(t), q(t) and r(t): its limit will be the union the double line pq
and the double of another line that is free to move in |O(1)|. In this way we have
completely determined the subspace associated to γ˜(Spec(k)) also in this case.
The last case, i.e. when S is supported on a single point, is handled with the
same method. 
Observe that ker(ϕ), once restricted to U := H˜ \ H˜r, is a rank 6 locally free
subsheaf of pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4) ≃ O
⊕15
U . This induces a morphism U → Gr(6, 15). Let Γ
be the closure of the graph of this morphism in H˜ ×Gr(6, 15), so that we have:
Γ ⊂ H˜ ×Gr(6, 15)
q
//
p

Gr(6, 15)
H˜
Lemma 6.9. The projection p : Γ→ H˜ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, it is enough to show that the
fibers of p over the points in H˜r are 0-dimensional.
Fix a point x in H˜r: then Lemma 6.8 combined with the Zariski Main Theorem
tells us that the fiber over x has a unique generic point which is closed, thus the
fiber consists of only one closed point. 
Proof of Lemma 6.7. The restriction to Γ of the tautological sheaf of Gr(6, 15) is by
construction an extension of ker(ϕ)|U , that thanks to Lemma 6.9 can be regarded
as locally free sheaf of rank 6 on H˜ .
Let us call this sheaf V: by construction we have that V is contained in ker(ϕ),
and therefore D1(ϕ) = D1(ϕ), where
ϕ : pr1∗pr
∗
2O(4)/V −→ pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4))
This means that D1(ϕ) is schematically defined as the vanishing locus of the deter-
minant of ϕ, thus it is a Cartier divisor. 
Let L be the cokernel of the morphism ϕ restricted to D1(ϕ). By Grauert’s
Theorem, it is immediate to verify that L is actually an invertible sheaf. Recall the
following well known fact on elementary modifications of locally free sheaves (see
for instance [Mar82]):
Lemma 6.10. Let X be smooth scheme, i : D →֒ X a Cartier divisor and E a
locally free sheaf on X. Suppose to have a surjective morphism E|D → L of locally
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free sheaves on D, where L is an invertible sheaf. Then the kernel of the induced
morphism of sheaves E→ i∗L is locally free.
Thanks to Lemma 6.7 we can apply the Lemma above to the surjective morphism
pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4))|D1(ϕ) −→ L.
In this way we obtain a locally free sheaf E defined as the kernel of the morphism
pr1∗(OΣ˜1 ⊗ pr
∗
2O(4)) −→ i∗L.
By construction the induced morphism ϕ′ : OH˜×P2 ⊗W4 → E is now surjective,
thus the kernel F := ker(ϕ′) is a locally free subsheaf of OH˜×P2 ⊗W4, which away
from D1(ϕ) coincides with the kernel of ϕ. In this way we have proved Proposition
5.10.
7. The integral Chow ring of X4 and M3 rH3
Consider the equivariant stratification Zbinod ⊂ Z4. By Corollary 5.20 we know
that the image of AGL3∗ (Zbinod)→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4)) is contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}).
By construction, the image of
AGL3∗ (Z4 \ Zbinod) −→ A
GL3
∗ (P(W4) \ Zbinod)
is contained in the restriction of IZ˜ to the latter ring, because Z˜4 → Z4 is a Chow
envelope over Z4 \ Zbinod (see Definition 3.3).
Therefore, applying Lemma 3.2, we deduce that the image of AGL3∗ (Z4) →
AGL3∗ (P(W4)) is contained in (IZ˜ , δ{1,3}) and hence the two ideals coincide. Thus,
we have just proved our first main result:
Theorem 7.1. Assume that the base field has characteristic different from 2 and
3. Then
A∗(X4) ≃ Z[c1, c2, c3, h4]/
(
α1, α2, α3, δ{1,3}
)
where
α1 = 27h4 − 36c1,
α2 = 9h
2
4 − 6c1h4 − 24c2,
α3 = h
3
4 − c1h
2
4 + c2h4 − 28c3,
δ{1,3} = 55h
3
4 − 220c1h
2
4 + (280c
2
1 + 40c2)h4 + (224c3 − 96c
3
1 − 128c1c2).
Let M3 rH3 be the stack of smooth, non-hyperelliptic curves of genus 3: it is
well known that this is a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack.
In [DL18, Prop. 3.1.3] it is shown that M3 rH3 is isomorphic to the quotient
stack [(W4 ⊗Dr∆)/GL3], where D is the determinant representation of GL3 and
∆ is the invariant closed subscheme of singular quartics. More explicitly, the action
of GL3 is defined by the following formula:
A · f(X,Y, Z) := det(A)f(A−1(X,Y, Z))
The equivariant morphismW4⊗Dr∆→ P(W4)rZ4 makes the former scheme into
an equivariant Gm-torsor over the latter, whose associated equivariant line bundle
is O(−1)⊗ D. In particular, this implies that the pullback morphism
A∗GL3(P(W4)r Z4) −→ A
∗
GL3(W4 ⊗ Dr∆)
is surjective with kernel generated by c1 − h4.
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Observe that W4 ⊗ D r ∆ is the total space of the GL3-torsor over M3 r H3
associated to the restriction of the Hodge bundle. This means that the equivari-
ant Chern classes ci correspond to the Chern classes λi of the Hodge bundle. A
straightforward computation implies our main result:
Theorem 7.2. Over any field of characteristic 6= 2, 3 we have:
A∗(M3 rH3) ≃ Z[λ1, λ2, λ3]/(9λ1, 6(λ
2
1 + 4λ2), λ1λ2 − 28λ3, λ
3
1 + 28λ3).
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